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Complex phenomena in photonics, in particular, dynamical properties of semiconductor lasers due

to delayed coupling, are reviewed. Although considered a nuisance for a long time, these

phenomena now open interesting perspectives. Semiconductor laser systems represent excellent

test beds for the study of nonlinear delay-coupled systems, which are of fundamental relevance in

various areas. At the same time delay-coupled lasers provide opportunities for photonic applica-

tions. In this review an introduction into the properties of single and two delay-coupled lasers is

followed by an extension to network motifs and small networks. A particular emphasis is put on

emerging complex behavior, deterministic chaos, synchronization phenomena, and application of

these properties that range from encrypted communication and fast random bit sequence generators

to bioinspired information processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION: PAST AND VISION

A. Context: Semiconductor lasers

The invention of semiconductor lasers, with the demon-
stration of lasing from semiconductor homojunctions in 1962,
took place just two years after the demonstration of the first
laser of any kind. Three groups managed to succeed within
the same year (Hall et al., 1962; Nathan et al., 1962; Quist
et al., 1962), which was scientifically and technologically a
remarkable achievement. Nevertheless, semiconductor lasers
remained laboratory curiosities for several years, because
they needed to be operated at cryogenic temperatures and
in pulsed operation due to a low external quantum efficiency.
The breakthrough came with the introduction of heterostruc-
tures, a concept for which Kroemer and Alferov received the
Nobel Prize in 2000 (Alferov, 2001; Kroemer, 2001). This
breakthrough, together with major technological advances in
semiconductor growth methods, enabled in the 1970s the
growth of room-temperature, continuous-wave operated de-
vices with operating lifetimes up to millions of hours.

Semiconductor lasers have come a long way since then.
Nowadays, hundreds of millions of semiconductor lasers are
every year being grown and built into a variety of systems.
They are employed in optical storage systems, communica-
tion systems (ranging from short-distance data communica-
tion systems to long-haul fiber-optic networks), as pump
sources, for material processing, and in many more applica-
tions; see, e.g., Agrawal (2010) and Bachmann, Loosen, and
Poprawe (2010). They account for more than 50% of the laser
market. Many varieties in terms of material composition,
wavelengths, cavity geometries, gain concepts, array integra-
tion, and output powers exist, making them immensely ver-
satile. The wavelengths of semiconductor lasers cover the
range from the UV to the far infrared. Cavity geometries
include edge and surface emitters, ring lasers, Fabry-Perot
distributed feedback (DFB), and distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) structures. In recent years, photonic crystal structures,

microcavities, and nanolasers have been pushing the develop-

ment even further. Gain concepts comprise bulk semiconduc-
tor, quantum well, quantum dash and quantum dot structures,

as well as the quantum cascade concept. Semiconductor
lasers can be considered mature and ubiquitous devices and

more varieties can be expected. Nevertheless, these lasers
exhibit some particularities that need to be taken into consid-

eration when using them in applications.
One particularity of semiconductor lasers is their extreme

sensitivity to optical feedback and optical coupling. In this

section, we review how this sensitivity, when first discovered,
represented a nuisance. We then elaborate on how, from those

first studies, semiconductor laser systems with delayed cou-

pling have more and more been considered test-bed systems
for the study of nonlinear dynamical systems with delayed

coupling in general. Finally, we describe how, during the past
decade, the potential of delay-coupled semiconductor lasers

and their complex emission properties have been discovered
for conventional and novel applications, ranging from en-

crypted communication, sensing applications, and complex
networks to photonic information processing. These develop-

ments could contribute to the consolidation of a field we

name complex photonics. Complex photonics targets the
utilization of emerging behavior in networks and network

motifs of (delay-) coupled nonlinear photonic systems. Here
the term ‘‘complexity’’ refers to the importance of such

emerging behavior, comprising nonlinear dynamics, synchro-
nization, and other complex phenomena that occur in net-

works. Therefore, complex photonics does not refer to how
complicated and extended the technical implementations are.

B. Instabilities as a nuisance

The study of instabilities in semiconductor lasers due to
delayed coupling has a long history and has gone through

different phases. As early as the late 1960s, instabilities in the
emission were reported to appear when a semiconductor laser

was coupled to an external cavity (Broom, 1969). At this time
and throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and the early 1990s, a

significant motivation to study these instabilities was to find
ways to avoid or control them. It is worth mentioning though

that already in 1970 Broom et al. noted that instabilities

provide useful information on the fundamental physics of
semiconductor lasers, and that the induced fast intensity

modulation might even be useful for optical communication
systems (Broom, Mohn, and Risch, 1970), a viewpoint that

was again picked up later. But back then feedback-induced
instabilities predominantly represented a nuisance to appli-

cations, and to some extent they still do. The reason is that the
instability-induced intensity ‘‘noise’’ is much larger than the

quantum noise in these lasers. Such enhanced intensity fluc-

tuations were identified to have seriously deteriorating ef-
fects, particularly when they fell within the signal bandwidth,

and therefore limited the usefulness of semiconductor lasers.
In the low-frequency range, a dramatic increase in noise by as

much as 60 dB induced by external feedback as small as
0.04% was reported (Miles et al., 1981). Therefore, insta-

bility phenomena due to delayed feedback have been a
significant and fundamental problem for optical communica-

tion systems. Moreover, another major field of applications,
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optical data storage systems, was affected. The relative in-

tensity noise (RIN) of semiconductor lasers used inside opti-

cal heads for reading and writing, usually sufficiently low,
was identified to be enhanced because a small fraction of the

laser output is invariably reflected from the disk surface back

into the laser (Gray et al., 1993).
Different strategies have been followed to overcome or

avoid these problems. On the one hand, it was attempted to

make lasers less feedback sensitive, by working in regimes in

which the enhanced fluctuations are weaker or outside the

spectral range of interest. On the other hand, active distur-
bance or suppression of the instabilities in the emission of the

lasers was investigated. A widely used active method for

optical storage systems has been high-frequency injection,

in which the laser current is modulated sinusoidally at fre-
quencies much higher than the data rate. In 1983, Stubkjaer

et al. first recognized that they could reduce the intensity

noise by 15–20 dB when directly modulating the laser current

(Stubkjaer and Small, 1983). The RIN increase was sup-
pressed if the modulation frequency was suitably optimized,

and if the modulation amplitude was sufficiently large such

that the laser was pumped below threshold during a part of

the modulation cycle (Gray et al., 1993). However, for
this method the proper modulation frequency and amplitude

had to be chosen empirically. For telecommunication appli-

cations, an optical isolator is usually included into the

fiber-coupled laser modules, in order to avoid instabilities
due to reflections from the optical fiber tip and from any type

of back coupling. Optical isolators contribute to complexity

and price of these modules, though. Finally, there has been

hope within the past decade that with the use of modern gain
concepts such as quantum dots, the nonlinearities in the light-

semiconductor interaction could be sufficiently reduced such

that these lasers would be immune to delayed coupling

instabilities. Although it was shown that indeed the sensitivity
of quantum dot lasers to feedback instabilities can sometimes

be lower, overall the hope for feedback insensitive semicon-

ductor lasers was disappointed (Carroll et al., 2006).

C. Semiconductor lasers as test beds for nonlinear

dynamics studies

During the 1980s, and even more in the 1990s, the study of

semiconductor lasers became more and more motivated by

their test-bed character for delay systems in general. Many

characteristic nonlinear dynamical properties have been iden-
tified and thoroughly studied on semiconductor lasers. In fact,

a whole field of laser dynamics has emerged, representing a

prominent part in the nonlinear dynamics field. Laser systems

allow for the study of the different routes to low- and high-
dimensional chaos, spatiotemporal dynamics, local and global

bifurcations, multimode dynamics, chaos control, chaos syn-

chronization, excitability, and stochastic resonance effects, to

name only the most prominent aspects. Insights into this very
active field can be found in several books; see, e.g., Weiss and

Vilaseca (1991), Krauskopf and Lenstra (2000), Otsuka

(2000), Erneux and Glorieux (2010), and Lüdge (2011). For

the field of delay-coupled systems, lasers have played a cata-
lyzing role.Many aspects of delay dynamics have been studied

first in laser systems. A fruitful interactionwith appliedmathe-

matics on delay systems has also evolved. But it is only now

that different fields, in which delay-coupling plays a role, find
and combine their concepts and insights. One example is the

concept of zero-lag synchronization in delay-coupled systems
that was first found in brain dynamics (Roelfsema et al., 1997).

In delay-coupled semiconductor laser systems zero-lag syn-
chronization was found and possible mechanisms identified

based on delayed self-feedback (Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh
et al., 2006) or dynamical relaying (Fischer et al., 2006).

Subsequently, the mechanism based on a dynamical relay was
transferred back to neuroscience, where it was demonstrated

that it might play an important role in information integration
in the brain (Vicente et al., 2008). Motivated by works on

generic nonlinear oscillators andmaps the role of local mecha-
nisms for cluster synchronization in neural systems has also

been reported (Kanter, Zigzag et al., 2011). From these
aspects, semiconductor lasers with delayed coupling have

emerged as important test-bed systems for delay-coupled net-
works. In return, the laser-focused studies benefit significantly

from the general work on delay-coupled nonlinear oscillators

and maps (Lakshmanan and Senthilkumar, 2010). Several
concepts have relevance for or have been transferred to laser

systems, e.g., the analysis of the stability of synchronization
depending on the coupling topology, as discussed in Sec. IV. In

order to keep the focus of this review,we restrict ourselves here
to investigations which have a direct link to laser systems.

D. Potential of complex photonics

It is only recently that the study of delay-coupled semi-

conductor lasers has gained the maturity to aim for novel
applications, including implementations of coupled network

motifs or even larger networks. In 1993, the idea to use
synchronization of two deterministic chaotic systems for

encrypted communication was introduced by Cuomo,
Oppenheim, and Strogatz (1993), working on electronic

circuits, and Colet and Roy (1994) using solid-state lasers.

Soon after, Mirasso, Colet, and Garcia-Fernandez (1996)
recognized the potential to adapt the approach for semicon-

ductor lasers with delayed feedback. The first experimental
demonstration of the concept of communication using chaotic

lasers came in 1998 from two groups (Goedgebuer, Larger,
and Porte, 1998; Van Wiggeren and Roy, 1998). They showed

that synchronization can be harnessed to implement
encrypted communication based on deterministic chaotic

carriers. The robustness and compatibility with optical com-
munication networks was finally demonstrated in a field

experiment in Athens in 2005 (Argyris et al., 2005). In
that experiment, data rates of 1 Gbit/s with bit-error rates

(BERs) down to 10�7 were achieved over 120 km trans-
mission distance, using commercially installed optical fibers,

applying forward error correction. In 2010, data rates up to
2.5 Gbit/s with error rates below 10�12 were achieved using

deterministic chaotic devices, based on photonic integrated
circuits (PIC) (Argyris, Grivas et al., 2010). In addition,

Kanter, Kopelowitz, and Kinzel (2008) introduced a protocol

for public channel cryptography. It is based on chaos
synchronization of Bernoulli maps, but was tested in numeri-

cal simulations also for a model of delay-coupled semicon-
ductor lasers. The synchronization could be preserved when
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the mutually transmitted signals were concealed by two
commutative private filters. It was shown that then the task
of the attacker can be mapped onto the class of NP-complete
problems. The important conclusion from this is that semi-
conductor lasers with delayed coupling, although being un-
stable, can be sufficiently robust systems to be employed in
applications, and even provide the potential for integration. It
certainly requires a paradigm change to design inherently
complex photonic systems instead of modularized and pref-
erably linear systems, and to embrace those properties that for
so long were considered a nuisance. Several other applica-
tions of the complex behavior of semiconductor lasers with
delayed coupling have been identified. They comprise light
detection and ranging (LIDAR), incoherent sources for rain-
bow refractometry, random number generation, and even
photonic information processing. These applications will be
described in more detail in Sec. V. They illustrate how
versatile these systems are, with the flexibility to access
different dynamical regimes and to accurately control their
conditions. Still, the full capabilities of these systems will be
exploited in the future. Complex behavior and its functional
role is only now starting to be recognized and addressed in the
brain, in population dynamics, or in social interactions. Cross
fertilization among these different fields will inspire the
design and the realization of complex photonics systems
that might contribute to solving major issues in todays com-
munication and information technology (IT) systems, includ-
ing privacy, computational efficiency, or power consumption.
Ultimately, the instabilities and complex behavior of semi-
conductor lasers with delayed coupling might turn from a
curse into a blessing.

II. DYNAMICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS WITH

DELAYED SELF-COUPLING

Semiconductor lasers with external cavities exhibit a
variety of dynamical phenomena, depending on key parame-
ters, comprising feedback strength, feedback delay, pump
current, feedback type, and laser nonlinearity. The dynamics
can be modeled and the origin of the instabilities understood
using delay-differential equations. Until recently, detection
and acquisition technology allowed one only to measure the
dynamical phenomena with restricted resolution and with
limited time series length. However, with novel technologies
the full features can now be acquired and analyzed. In this
section we review the dynamical phenomena of lasers with
feedback, together with the theoretical approaches and the
latest experimental techniques used to characterize these
behaviors.

A. Some history of lasers with delayed optical feedback

Already in the early days of semiconductor lasers, it was
recognized that the (semiconductor medium specific) ratio of
electron lifetime Te and photon lifetime Tp results in charac-

teristic relaxation oscillations between the charge carrier
reservoir and the photon reservoir. The relaxation oscillations
are usually damped, and their frequency is typically of the
order of fRO � GHz. In 1969 and 1970, Broom et al. re-
ported the first observation of intensity self-modulation at the

relaxation oscillation frequency which was undamped via an
external cavity, realized by a distant mirror (Broom, 1969;
Broom, Mohn, and Risch, 1970). Figure 1 shows the scheme
of a semiconductor laser in an external cavity, introduced
by an external mirror. Broom et al. observed that the
self-modulation was strongest when there was a resonance
between fRO and the round trip frequency in the external
cavity fEC ¼ c=2LEC, with LEC being the length of the
external cavity. Risch et al. (1977) observed that the light
output of an external-cavity continuous-wave (cw) driven
semiconductor laser self-pulsated at a resonance frequency
of the external cavity and/or at a lower frequency in the range
of 3–30 MHz. Since the low frequency is lower than any laser
and cavity intrinsic frequency, the observed instabilities in the
emission were named low-frequency fluctuations (LFF).
Figure 2 depicts the intensity dynamics of the observed
LFF for the lasing transverse electric (TE) and the much
weaker transverse magnetic (TM) mode.

Together with the onset of instabilities, the occurrence of
nonlinearities in the light output (power) versus injection
current characteristic (L/I characteristic) has been observed.
While in the beginning aging, degradation, and filamentation
of the lasers were also identified as possible origins, Broom
et al. suspected that the instabilities were no artifacts, but
induced by the external cavity.

The ambivalent influence that feedback from an external
mirror can have was already recognized in the 1970s.
Bogatov et al. (1973) observed that, for the same laser, the
optical feedback could give rise to a better selection of
longitudinal modes and an increase in coherence in addition
to the intensity self-pulsations at different parameters. This
ambivalent influence created more interest in the phenomena
induced by optical feedback and led to the development of

LEC ,

FIG. 1. Scheme of a semiconductor laser (SL) in an external

cavity. The external cavity is characterized by the cavity length

LEC, the corresponding round trip delay �f, the feedback strength

�f, and the feedback phase �f.

FIG. 2. Low-frequency intensity pulsations of a laser in an exter-

nal cavity. From Risch et al., 1977.
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models to reproduce the static and dynamical properties. In
1980, Lang and Kobayashi published a rate equation model
(the LK model) for a single-mode laser, describing the time
evolution of the complex optical field and the carriers. They
included the influence of the optical feedback by considering
the interference of the laser field with its own coherent
delayed field that had propagated once through the external
cavity (Lang and Kobayashi, 1980). The model can be
written as equations for the excess number of carriers nðtÞ ¼
NðtÞ � Nth with respect to the solitary threshold level Nth,
and for the slowly varying complex electrical field ampli-
tude EðtÞ:

_EðtÞ ¼ 1
2ð1þ i�Þ�nðtÞEðtÞ þ �Eðt� �fÞe�i!0�f ; (1)

_nðtÞ ¼ ðp� 1Þ Ith
e
� �enðtÞ � ½�0 þ �nðtÞ�PðtÞ: (2)

The optical feedback is taken into account via the feedback
term, including � as the feedback rate and �f as the delay

time. The optical field is normalized such that PðtÞ ¼ jEðtÞj2
is the photon number, !0 represents the angular optical
frequency of the solitary laser, � is the differential gain,
�0 ¼ 1=Tp is the cavity decay rate, and �e ¼ 1=Te is the

inverse carrier lifetime. The bias current at the solitary laser
threshold is denoted as Ith, e is the electron charge, p is the
pump parameter, and � is the so-called linewidth enhance-
ment factor discussed in more detail below. The excess phase
�f that the optical field accumulates within the external

cavity can be defined as �f ¼ !0�f mod2�.

Recognition of the importance of the delay in the feedback
was crucial for further analysis and understanding of the
observed phenomena. Consequently, Lang and Kobayashi
induced a lot of activity on the subject, and the model turned
out to be very successful.

Lenstra, Verbeek, and den Boef (1985) observed that the
onset of instabilities in the emission of semiconductor lasers
was linked to a reduction in coherence length by a factor of
1=1000 due to optical feedback. They coined the name
coherence collapse (CC) which has become a synonym for
all instabilities in semiconductor lasers with delayed optical
feedback. Two aspects turned out to be essential for the
observation of the CC in semiconductor laser systems:

� the delay in the round trip of the light in the cavity and
� the nonlinearity in the interaction of the light with the

semiconductor medium.

Since the existence and interplay of a (or multiple) time delay(s)
and a nonlinearity are the key aspects in the behavior and
understanding of delay-coupled systems in general, we dis-
cuss their particularities and consequences in the following.

B. Consequences of delayed self-coupling

Initial studies on the influence of delayed coupling
(among few oscillators) and self-coupling (feedback on a
single oscillator) on the dynamical behavior of oscillators
were already undertaken in the 1960s in systems such as
molecular oscillators (Marchenko and Rubanik, 1965) and
electronic circuits (Marchenko, 1967). Back then, only the
situations of small delays and weak nonlinearities could be

tackled. However, the importance of delays for the onset of

instabilities and synchronization of oscillators was already
recognized. In control theory, the effect of delays was con-

sidered even earlier [see, e.g., Bellman and Danskin (1954)].

The first examples in optics for which the relevance of
delayed feedback was identified are a model for a nonlinear

ring cavity (Ikeda, 1979) and one year later the LK equations.
What makes delay systems so particular is the fact that

their state space is infinite dimensional. The state space of a

delay system with delay time � is a space of continuous
functions on the interval [� �, 0]. At any time t0, the

whole history of the system’s variables within the interval

[t0 � �, t0] is required to define the state of the system. The
infinite-dimensional phase space and the resulting possibility

to exhibit high-dimensional dynamics with many involved

dynamical degrees of freedom illustrate the dramatic influ-
ence delays can have on dynamical systems. At the same

time, exactly these features have been making delay systems
so difficult to tackle from the mathematical side.

The fact that delays become relevant in semiconductor laser

systems is closely linked to the fast light-matter interactions.
The above-mentioned relaxation oscillations, which define a

characteristic time scale for intensity pulsations of these lasers,

exhibit typical periods of TRO ¼ 1=fRO � 100 ps–1 ns. This
implies that even delays originating from short propagation

lengths of light on the order of millimeter to centimeter

cannot be neglected as compared to TRO. It is worth noting,
however, that certain semiconductor lasers can exhibit relaxa-

tion oscillation periods outside of this range.
In many different contexts, delay-induced phenomena

have been identified, and the types of systems in which

delays are of importance include examples from as diverse

areas as population dynamics, economics, autoimmune dis-
eases (Mackey and Glass, 1977), neuroscience (Stepan,

2009), genetic oscillators (Elowitz and Leibler, 2000), and
traffic models (Orosz, Wilson, and Szalai, 2009) or generic

model systems such as phase oscillators (Yeung and Strogatz,

1999), to name only a few. Nevertheless, laser systems have
boosted the studies of delay systems, complemented by the

development of novel analytical (Erneux, 2009) and numeri-
cal tools (Engelborghs, Luzyanina, and Roose, 2002;

Balachandran, Kamr-Nagy, and Gilsinn, 2009) for delay-

differential equations. Meanwhile, a multidisciplinary field
on delay systems, their synchronization, and applications has

developed (Just et al., 2010).

C. Semiconductor laser nonlinearities

Semiconductor lasers exhibit a particular nonlinearity in

the interaction of the light with the active medium, which
distinguishes them from all other lasers. The nonlinearity

originates from the physics of the semiconductor band struc-

ture, since the photon generation typically occurs due to
interband transitions. The gain spectrum of such lasers there-

fore does not exhibit a symmetric peak, as atomic transitions

do, but has a strongly asymmetric shape. This affects the
dispersive properties of the lasers as well, since those prop-

erties are connected via the Kramers-Kronig relation. As a
consequence, the dispersion curve for the refractive index

exhibits its zero crossing at higher frequency than the
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maximum of the gain spectrum. If the gain changes, e.g., by a
change of the carrier density, the refractive index changes as
well, which would not be the case for atomic transitions.
Hence, changes in gain are in semiconductor lasers associated
with changes in refractive index and vice versa. Since with a
change of refractive index of the medium the optical
frequency and thus the optical phase changes, one also speaks
of amplitude phase coupling. A small change in the intensity
(induced, e.g., by a change in the injection current, by
dynamical instabilities, or even a spontaneous emission
event) causes an excess perturbation of the phase of the lasing
mode. In the rate equation description, the effect is taken into
account via the so-called � parameter, which is also referred
to as Henry parameter or linewidth enhancement factor. It is
defined as

� ¼ � d½�rðnÞ�=dn
d½�iðnÞ�=dn ; (3)

with �r and �i being the real and imaginary parts of the
carrier-dependent susceptibility of the semiconductor mate-
rial. This parameter was introduced by Henry (1982) to
explain the broadening in the linewidth of semiconductor
lasers, which is enhanced by a factor of 1þ �2 as compared
to the Shawlow-Townes equation. It also accounts for many
other effects such as frequency chirp, injection locking in-
stabilities, and self-focusing. Besides the described mecha-
nism originating from band filling, many-body Coulomb
interactions also contribute to the � parameter. It is worth
noting that the � parameter is not a constant for a given laser,
but depends on parameters such as the spectral detuning of
the laser emission from the gain maximum and also on the
carrier density.

The amplitude phase coupling is not the only nonlinearity
in semiconductor lasers. The occupation of the electrons in
the conduction band can deviate from its Fermi-Dirac qua-
siequilibrium distribution due to carrier heating or spectral
hole burning. These effects are beyond the rate equation
description based on a two-level model. Nevertheless, the
effect of this nonlinearity is often phenomenologically intro-
duced into the rate equation model via a nonlinear gain
saturation term of the form

� ¼ �0=½1þ "PðtÞ�; (4)

with " being called the nonlinear gain saturation or the
" parameter. It has a rather damping effect on pulsations
and the onset of instabilities. In addition to inherent laser
nonlinearities, nonlinearities can be introduced via the cou-
pling. This has, e.g., been utilized in optoelectronic feedback
configurations that will be discussed in Sec. II.F.3.

In a simple form, we can hence describe a dynamical
system with delayed coupling as

_xðtÞ ¼ fðxðtÞÞþ �gðxðt� �fÞÞ; (5)

where � is the feedback strength, and f and g can be either
linear or nonlinear functions, possibly depending on further
parameters. If f is nonlinear, one says that the node (here the
semiconductor laser) is nonlinear. If g is nonlinear, it is the
feedback which has nonlinearities. In the case of semicon-
ductor lasers with optical feedback, f is nonlinear and g is

linear. But in principle, all combinations are possible and
with other coupling types nonlinear feedback or nonlinear
coupling can also be introduced for semiconductor lasers.

D. Phenomena and mechanisms of delayed optical feedback

In the following, we focus on some dynamical features,
representing complex behavior in semiconductor lasers with
delayed optical feedback. This will mostly concern edge-
emitting lasers, but other laser structures will be covered in
the following sections as well. Several hundreds of papers
have been published on the dynamics of this system. It would
be impossible to provide a fair overview over the breadth and
depth of the obtained insights. We therefore make a selection,
highlighting those properties which, in our subjective view,
might have a particular impact on the development of the field
we denote as complex photonics. We will not go into the
details of the theoretical derivations here, since excellent
reviews on these aspects exist; see, e.g., van Tartwijk and
Lenstra (1995) and Ohtsubo (2008).

We distinguish two main cases concerning the cavity
length and therefore the feedback delays �f which induce

the complex behavior. Depending on the ratio of the delay �f
and the relaxation oscillation period TRO, we distinguish the
qualitatively different long delay regime (LDR), where �f �
TRO and the short delay regime (SDR), where �f & TRO. In

these two regimes, the resulting dynamics exhibits conspicu-
ous differences. It is important to note that in both regimes the
delay is significant and determines the induced dynamics.
Hence it cannot be neglected in either case. Both cases are
also of practical relevance. The LDR is valid for most stan-
dard free-space and optical fiber-based configurations, and
the SDR is of particular relevance for integrated structures.

1. Long delay regime

A major classification of the various effects of delayed
feedback on semiconductor lasers was performed by Tkach
and Chraplyvy (1986), on the particular case of a DFB
laser emitting at a wavelength of 1:5 	m. The external cavity
had a round trip length of LEC ¼ 20 cm–4 m. Tkach and
Chraplyvy identified five different regimes of operation, in-
creasing the amount of feedback from �80 to �8 dB.

Regime I is found for the lowest feedback levels of the
order of �80 dB feedback power ratio. Optical linewidth
reduction and enhancement have been observed, depending
on the feedback phase �f. In regime II, at feedback levels

depending on LEC, the linewidth enhancement gives rise to
rapid mode hopping. The observed mode splitting depends on
the feedback strength and on LEC. In the narrow regime III,
observed around �45 to �39 dB feedback, the mode hop-
ping disappears, and the laser operates single mode. In
regime IV, starting from about�40 dB feedback power ratio,
relaxation oscillation sidebands appear. They grow for in-
creasing feedback, and eventually the laser emission broad-
ens up to 50 GHz spectral width. This is the regime of CC.
The feedback phase�f does not seem to affect the dynamical

properties in this regime. Finally, in regime V, for strong
feedback greater than�10 dB, stable narrow linewidth emis-
sion has been observed, independent of �f.
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These regimes provide a good overview of the possibly

occurring phenomena, but feedback and the onset of certain
regimes depend on the particular semiconductor laser under

investigation. In the following, we concentrate on regime IV,
extending over several orders of magnitude in feedback

strengths, easily covering the range of �40 to �10 dB.
It is the regime in which deterministic chaotic emission is

frequently observed.
The first important step in understanding the complex

emission dynamics was to analyze the structure of the fixed

point solutions and their stability. Henry and Kazarinov
(1986) analyzed the fixed point solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2).

Without feedback, the system has, in the lasing regime, two
fixed points: the stable lasing fixed point and the unstable

nonlasing fixed point. The feedback induces many new rotat-

ing wave solutions with constant intensity I, constant fre-
quency !, and constant inversion n. These solutions are

relative equilibria with respect to the phase symmetry of
the system. They were shown to lie on an ellipse in the space

of �!�f ¼ 
 ¼ �ðtÞ ��ðt� �fÞ and n, with � being the

phase of the electric field. Figure 3 depicts such an ellipse.
For long delays and moderate feedback levels, the number of

induced fixed points is typically a few hundred and can even

go into the thousands. Their number mainly depends on the

feedback parameter C ¼ ��f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ �2

p
(Mørk, Tromborg, and

Mark, 1992). For C< 1 only one mode exists, for C> 1
more modes exist, and for C � 1 the number of modes is

approximately given by C=�þ 1. These fixed points can be
subdivided into two classes: those belonging to a constructive

interference condition between the light in the laser cavity
and the feedback light (lower branch in the ellipse), and those

belonging to a destructive interference condition (upper

branch in the ellipse). In a physical interpretation, the former
can be considered external cavity or compound cavity modes.

The latter are correspondingly often denoted as antimodes
and are saddle points (Mørk, Tromborg, and Mark, 1992).

For rather weak feedback of the order of�40 dB, the onset
of instabilities for increasing feedback strength was studied
in experiments by Mørk, Mark, and Tromborg (1990) and

theory by Tromborg and Mørk (1990). They showed via a
stability analysis that the compound cavity modes are desta-
bilized in a Hopf bifurcation via an undamping of the relaxa-
tion oscillations. This undamping initializes a route to chaos
entering quasiperiodic and frequency-locked states, before
deterministic chaotic behavior is reached. They could also
analytically demonstrate that the instability threshold de-
pends on the � parameter. The larger �, i.e., the stronger
the nonlinearity, the more sensitive semiconductor lasers are
to delayed feedback. In the ellipse representation of Fig. 3, �
determines the excentricity of the ellipse. In a similar regime
of weak feedback, a route to deterministic chaos via period-
doubling bifurcations has also been identified (Ye, Li, and
McInerney, 1993). A detailed experimental and numerical
study by Hohl and Gavrielides (1999) provided further insight
into the sequence of routes to chaos, when the feedback is
increased in small steps. It illustrates that, when varying the
feedback strength or the feedback phase, modes and antim-
odes are always created in pairs via a saddle-node bifurcation,
and they annihilate each other in pairs. In a further stability
analysis, Levine et al. (1995) showed that the compound
cavity mode with the largest gain, the so-called maximum
gain mode, always remains stable; however, it can coexist
with other attractors and might not always be reached. A
comprehensive review of stability and feedback-induced
noise properties for weak feedback can be found in
Petermann (1995).

For intermediate feedback levels, LFF and fully developed
CC behaviors dominate. After their first observation by Risch
et al. (1977), the investigation of LFF and CC regimes was
significantly advanced in the late 1980s and the 1990s. Much
insight into the characteristics of these phenomena and the
involved physical mechanisms was gained. Mørk, Tromborg,
and Christiansen (1988) recognized in numerical simulations
that the LFF might coexist with other attractors and may look
more like in the experiments when a significant amount of
noise was added into the field equation. Figure 4 depicts such
numerically obtained LFF with the noise term switched off at
t ¼ 100 ns. Without noise the laser exhibits quite strong
pulsations, while with the addition of sufficiently strong
spontaneous emission noise, the characteristic slow envelope
of the LFF with the sudden power drops and somewhat
slower recovery can be seen. The onset of the strong pulsa-
tions without noise was speculated to be an indication for

FIG. 3. Ellipse structure of fixed points in the �!�f ¼ 
 and n
space. From Henry and Kazarinov, 1986.

FIG. 4. Numerically obtained LFF for moderate feedback, p ¼ 2,
�f ¼ 10 ns, and strong field noise. For t > 100 ns the noise has

been switched off. From Mørk, Tromborg, and Christiansen, 1988.
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deterministic chaotic dynamics. It was Sano (1994) who
recognized the importance of the short pulsations for the
understanding of the mechanism leading to the LFF. He
interpreted the dynamics as a chaotic itinerancy process
(Ikeda, Otsuka, and Matsumoto, 1989) toward the compound
cavity mode with the largest gain. The chaotic itinerancy is
linked to the emission of fast chaotic pulsations. The dropout
then occurs due to a crisis, such that the trajectory gets
attracted by a stable manifold of one of the antimodes and
then is rejected back into the low gain region, with the
consequence that the power drops and a new cycle is started.
The fast pulsations could subsequently be experimentally
demonstrated (Fischer, van Tartwijk et al., 1996). Figure 5
depicts the experimentally obtained LFF dynamics, recorded
with an oscilloscope, back then restricted to 1 GHz resolution
bandwidth, and the fast irregular pulsations, measured with a
streak camera with 8 ps temporal resolution.

A fruitful and controversial debate developed in order to
clarify whether the chaotic itinerancy process or other mecha-
nisms explain the LFF behavior best. In particular, the role of
multilongitudinal mode emission and the role of noise have
been investigated in detail and will be discussed in Secs. II.E
and II.G. For single-mode lasers with not too strong feedback,
the deterministic mechanism, as described by Sano (1994),
turned out to be rather successful, and good agreement was
found between various aspects in experiments and the LK
model; see, e.g., Heil et al. (1999) and Liu, Davis, and
Takiguchi (1999). Still it needs to be emphasized that several
approximations included in the derivation of the LK model
(e.g., the assumption of a two-level homogeneously broad-
ened gain medium, single-mode behavior, weak to moderate
feedback, and the phenomenological description of amplitude
phase coupling) can fail under particular experimental
conditions and by the choice of laser.

Besides the studies of the mechanism of LFF, the parame-
ter regimes in which LFF occur depending on pump parame-

ter p, feedback rate �, and nonlinearity � have been studied
and characterized in detail (Heil, Fischer, and Elsäßer, 1999).
This particularly refers to the transitions to fully developed
CC for increasing current and to the coexistence of LFF and
stable emission on the maximum gain mode (or a mode close
to it) for rather strong feedback and small �. The mechanism
for the CC is, within the LK model description, similar to the
one of the LFF. The main difference is that the antimodes at
which the trajectories are rejected back into the lower gain
region are closer to the solitary laser frequency and spectrally
more spread. As a consequence, the low-frequency features
disappear from the observed intensity dynamics.

Most of the experiments were restricted to the measure-
ment of the optical output intensity, but the carrier dynamics
was measured as well (Ries and Sporleder, 1982; Ray et al.,
2006). This allows one to access two of three physical
quantities of the system described by the LK equations (1)
and (2). Figure 6 depicts the experimentally obtained proba-
bility distribution functions of LFF events for both quantities,
measured with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. The obtained results
are consistent with the predictions of the LK model.

In recent years, significant insight has been gained into the
nature of the delay instabilities in the LK equations, the
fundamental bifurcations, and the properties and topology
of the emerging chaotic attractor. The development of new
mathematical tools for the treatment of delay-differential
equations has played an important role. They allow one to
address the instabilities in delay systems with a combination
of numerical and analytical methods, which was deemed very
hard for a long time. Numerical simulations alone proved to
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FIG. 5. Experimentally obtained LFF for moderate feedback,

p ¼ 2:03, and �f ¼ 3:6 ns. (a) Oscilloscope time trace, and

(b) streak camera trace. From Fischer, van Tartwijk et al., 1996.

FIG. 6. Experimentally probability distribution functions of

LFF events for (a) intensity dynamics and (b) carrier dynamics.

Parameters were p ¼ 2:01 and �f ¼ 14:3 ns. From Ray et al.,

2006.
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be valuable, but have restrictions for the understanding of

underlying mechanisms and are also limited due to the multi-

dimensional parameter space. Based on a detailed bifurcation

analysis, Wolfrum (2002) identified an organizing center for

the appearance of more complicated dynamics. Particularly,

continuation methods were made accessible for delay

systems (Engelborghs, Luzyanina, and Roose, 2002) and

allowed for an insightful analysis of the delayed-feedback

laser and to identify how different bifurcations connect.

Haegeman et al. (2002) used numerical continuation meth-

ods exploiting the symmetry properties of the LK equations.

They showed that pairs of modes and antimodes are con-

nected by closed branches of periodic solutions (Haegeman

et al., 2002). Furthermore, separation of time scales has

proven useful in order to treat delay systems analytically

(Erneux, 2009).
In recent years, the understanding of the topology and

nature of the chaotic attractor of delay systems in the long

delay limit has improved significantly. In a series of papers,

Yanchuk and collaborators identified generic properties

of systems with time delay, which are related to the appear-

ance and stability of periodic solutions (Wolfrum and

Yanchuk, 2006; Yanchuk, Wolfrum et al., 2006; Yanchuk

and Perlikowski, 2009). They showed that delay systems

generically have reappearing families of periodic solutions

that for increasing delay overlap. This leads to an increased

coexistence of solutions. In addition, they showed that the

spectrum of characteristic multipliers can be split into two

parts: pseudocontinuous and strongly unstable, in which the

pseudocontinuous part of the spectrum mediates destabiliza-

tion of periodic solutions. Heiligenthal et al. (2011) identi-

fied two different types of delay instabilities related to strong

and weak chaos, distinguished by the scaling properties of the

maximum Lyapunov exponent. For the LK model, they found

a scenario leading from weak to strong chaos and back to

weak chaos with increasing feedback strength. Weak chaos

is related to the analogy of delay systems with spatially

extended systems. In that case the delay is interpreted as a

‘‘spatial’’ size of a one-dimensional system, compatible with

the observation that the dimensionality of the attractor in-

creases linearly with the delay time �f (which is the system

size) (Le Berre et al., 1987; Giacomelli and Politi, 1996;

Bünner et al., 2000).
The importance of instabilities due to delayed (self-)

coupling with long delay is underlined by investigations on

lasers with different cavity geometries and modern gain

concepts, such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers

(VCSEL), quantum dash and quantum dot lasers, as well as

quantum dot microlasers. The theoretical description might in

some cases require different or adapted modeling to account

for a second polarization mode or for the different

gain concepts, but the observed phenomena are similar.

Delayed-feedback instabilities have also been found and

characterized in detail for VCSEL; see, e.g., Jiang,

Dagenais, and Morgan (1995), Fujiwara, Takiguchi, and

Ohtsubo (2003), Sondermann and Ackemann (2005), and

Tabaka et al. (2006)). Although VCSEL were initially

speculated to be less sensitive to external reflections due to

their high reflecting mirrors, it turned out that their sensitivity

to delayed feedback is similar to edge-emitting lasers, since

their photon lifetimes Tp are comparable. VCSEL usually

have small gain differences for the two orthogonally polar-
ized laser modes. Therefore, unstable behavior is often
associated with polarization dynamics. Polarization mode
instabilities can even be deliberately introduced by
polarization-rotated feedback, as discussed in Sec. II.F.2.

From the viewpoint of laser instabilities as a nuisance,
much hope was put into quantum dot lasers. This hope was
raised by the fact that an individual quantum dot has, similar
to atomic transitions, a symmetric gain peak. Therefore,
simple considerations, as described in Sec. II.C, would result
in very low values for �. Experimental measurements, how-
ever, yield strongly varying results, depending on the used
method, the laser structure, and operating conditions (Melnik,
Huyet, and Uskov, 2006). This can be understood by not only
considering the carriers in the quantum dots themselves, but
also those in the so-called wetting layer, surrounding the
quantum dots. Consequently, delayed-feedback instabilities
have also been experimentally found in quantum dot lasers
(Carroll et al., 2006). Quantum dot lasers are, however, less
sensitive as compared to quantum well lasers, which partly
originate from their higher relaxation oscillation damping
rate. Quantum dash lasers, being structurally intermediate
to quantum wells and quantum dots, have been found to
exhibit similar LFF and CC behavior to quantum well lasers
(Azouigui et al., 2007). Recently, quantum dot microlasers
have also been investigated. Albert et al. (2011) demon-
strated that the fingerprints of deterministic chaos can even be
observed for such lasers operating close to the quantum limit
at nano-Watt output powers. A dramatic change in the photon
statistics was observed. Albert et al. expected that this might
open up new perspectives for the study of chaos in quantum
systems.

Beyond the described systems and phenomena above,
other regimes of optical feedback and different feedback
schemes have attracted considerable attention. Some of
them are briefly presented in the following.

2. Short delay regime

The short delay regime was already studied by Bogatov
et al. (1973) and Lang and Kobayashi (1980) and peaks
related to induced pulsations could be identified in the
intensity power spectrum. It was recognized early that
the phase of the feedback light �f strongly determined the

impact on the emission of the laser, in contrast to most
dynamical regimes in the long delay case. Tager and
Petermann (1994) derived a condition that described the
critical feedback strength for the onset of instabilities and
the frequencies of self-oscillations for weak feedback. From
an application point of view, they considered their result a
guideline for the design of high-speed laser diodes with an
integrated passive cavity. A temporal resolution of the deter-
ministic chaotic instabilities, however, became possible only
with the development of fast real-time oscilloscopes or by
using a streak camera. It was Heil, Fischer, Elsäßer, and
Gavrielides (2001) who first studied the short delay instabil-
ities in semiconductor lasers in experiments with high
time resolution. Striking dynamical phenomenon were iden-
tified in this regime with the help of a streak camera: the
emission of regular and irregular pulse packages defined by a
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low-frequency envelope with underlying fast intensity pulsa-
tions. From numerical modeling it could be concluded that
the dynamics takes place on the same ellipse of compound
cavity modes and antimodes as described for the long delay
case, however with much fewer modes involved. A feedback
phase dependent scenario from stable emission via irregular
pulse packages and periodic pulse packages back to stable
emission was demonstrated (Heil, Fischer et al., 2003). A
numerical bifurcation analysis, in combination with an
analysis of the unstable manifolds, revealed the nature of
the underlying global bifurcations.

While the experiments by Heil, Fischer, Elsäßer, and
Gavrielides (2001) were based on a solitary laser and a distant
mirror, Ushakov et al. (2004) studied integrated devices. In
these devices, the delayed feedback originates from an inte-
grated passive section of only 200 	m length. Still, it turned
out, that delayed feedback-induced self-pulsations can be
observed in these devices. In addition, even amplified feed-
back schemes can be implemented (Bauer et al., 2004). For
such devices, phase and strength of the feedback can be
separately tuned. Different kinds of self-pulsations, eventu-
ally reaching chaotic behavior, were observed. It is worth
noting that time-delayed feedback has also been used to
stabilize continuous-wave emission (Schikora et al., 2006;
Flunkert and Schöll, 2007; Dahms, Hövel, and Schöll, 2008).
Subsequently, monolithic integrated laser structures based
on delayed feedback were designed to exhibit chaotic
emission. Such lasers were realized and characterized by
Argyris et al. (2008). They consisted of a distributed feed-
back laser, a passive resonator, and active elements that
control the optical feedback properties. It was demonstrated
that stable cw solutions, periodic states, and broadband cha-
otic dynamics could be accessed, by tuning feedback phase
and pump conditions. Figure 7 depicts such a scenario for
variation of the electric current, controlling the feedback
phase. From the spectra, compound cavity mode peaks can
be seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(e), while chaotic coherence
collapse dynamics is obtained in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). Such
integrated structures show the potential for the realization of
compact and robust devices. In fact, these devices have al-
ready been employed for encrypted communication purposes
as detailed in Sec. V.D.

E. Multimode effects

1. Longitudinal modes

In the early investigations of delayed-feedback instabil-
ities, the studied lasers often had a Fabry-Perot cavity defined
by their cleaved facets. Therefore, they could exhibit emis-
sion in several longitudinal laser modes, while most of the
modeling was performed using the single-mode LK equa-
tions. In the mid 1990s the question arose what the role of
these additional longitudinal modes is, when and in how far
they modify the mechanism of the instabilities, and whether
they are even essential for the observed instabilities in the
coherence collapse regime. Different regimes were identified
in which the multiple modes have a significant influence on
the chaotic pulsation statistics or have only little influence
(Huyet, 1998; Sukow et al., 1999). Vaschenko et al. (1998)
measured the irregular pulsations in the contributing modes

with a streak camera. To describe the multimode dynamics

adequately in modeling, various multimode extensions to the

LK model were proposed, introducing a separate equation for

each mode (Sukow et al., 1999; Viktorov and Mandel, 2000).

It was finally clarified that multimode behavior can modify

the deterministic chaotic dynamics and even the underlying

mechanism, but that often the single-mode description

is sufficient (Huyet et al., 1999; Sukow et al., 1999;

Viktorov and Mandel, 2000). Concerning the relation among

the modes, Uchida et al. (2001) experimentally showed that

the oscillations around the relaxation oscillation frequency

were in phase for all the modes, while the oscillations at

lower frequencies exhibited partial antiphase behavior.
Peil, Fischer, and Elsäßer (2006) studied multimode dy-

namics in the extreme case in which the short external cavity

was coupling the longitudinal modes of the laser resonantly.

For such strong modal coupling, distinct differences to the

short-cavity regime of nonresonant laser systems were re-

ported. The most striking difference was the onset of chaotic

FIG. 7 (color online). Experimentally obtained phase dependent

scenario for a monolithic integrated laser structure. Experimental

phase plots (left column) and corresponding intensity power spectra

(right column) of the device output for varying the phase current

(a)–(e), Iph ¼ 3:3, 4.8, 5.5, 5.9, and 6.9 mA, respectively. From

Argyris et al., 2008.
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broadband dynamics comprising more than 100 lasing longi-
tudinal modes. A thorough understanding of such dynamics is
still lacking; nevertheless it can be utilized in applications as
described in Sec. V.A. Tanguy et al. (2006) extended the
experimental studies to multimode quantum dot semiconduc-
tor lasers. They found a highly organized chaotic antiphase
dynamics of the various modes, leading to a constant total
output power. Although, multimode behavior represents a
challenge for theoretical analysis, it offers interesting dy-
namical properties, which may be utilized in applications.

At this point, it is important to mention that more detailed
modeling of semiconductor lasers can be performed, taking a
more semiconductorlike description of the medium suscepti-
bility into account (Balle, 1998), or even modeling the micro-
scopic properties of the semiconductor active medium; see,
e.g., Hess and Kuhn (1996), Chow, Sargent, and Koch (1997),
and Moloney et al. (1999). These models play an important
role to adequately describe particular semiconductor materi-
als and their ultrafast carrier dynamics and are very successful
if predictions of laser properties for a specific gain material
are needed. Because of their complexity, they are, however,
difficult to employ for the study of detailed parameter depen-
dencies of delayed-feedback systems or even analytic treat-
ment such as stability analysis. Still they represent a valuable
option when device specific modeling is required.

2. Transverse modes: Spatiotemporal instabilities

Semiconductor lasers with large apertures can exhibit spa-
tial effects and complex spatiotemporal dynamics in their
emission even when operated solitarily. For quasicontinuous
wave operation and even when pumped with constant current
such phenomena have been predicted and observed. This
applies to broad area edge-emitting lasers (Hess, Koch, and
Moloney, 1995; Fischer, Hess et al., 1996; Tanguy et al.,
2004), multistripe devices (DeFreez et al., 1988; Winful and
Rahman, 1990; Hess and Schöll, 1994; Merbach et al., 1995),
and broad area VCSEL (Hegarty, Huyet, and McInerney,
1999; Barchanski et al., 2003). Still those lasers are sensitive
to delayed feedback as well. Broad area edge emitters have
been found to exhibit pulse packages and coherence collapse
phenomena when they are subjected to additional optical
feedback from a short external cavity (Mandre, Fischer, and
Elsäßer, 2005; Tachikawa et al., 2010). The ambivalent nature
of delayed feedback can sometimes even be employed to
stabilize or suppress the spatiotemporal instabilities. Several
studies implemented control techniques to suppress filamen-
tation or spatiotemporal emission by utilizing delayed optical
feedback (Martı́n-Regalado et al., 1996;Mandre, Fischer, and
Elsässer, 2003; Wolff and Rodionov, 2003; Chi, Thestrup, and
Petersen, 2005). Although simple, optical feedback methods
improved the beam profile, the spectral width, and the power
stability of these lasers.

F. Other feedback schemes

Besides the presented feedback scheme by a distant
mirror, several other schemes have been considered and
their influence on the dynamics of semiconductor lasers has
been investigated. Here only a brief overview of these other
schemes is given, although they too allow one to realize a

variety of dynamical phenomena that can be of interest
for applications in the complex photonics field. A detailed
overview of other feedback schemes is provided by Ohtsubo
(2008).

1. Frequency-selective feedback

Frequency-selective feedback represents a flexible and
efficient solution to reduce the optical linewidth or to tune
the emission wavelength of semiconductor lasers. In fact,
nowadays, tunable laser sources incorporating external cav-
ities formed by reflective optical gratings represent important
devices and find applications, e.g., in laser cooling and
spectroscopy. Semiconductor lasers with feedback from a
reference cavity can be stabilized to have optical linewidths
which can go down to below 1 Hz (Kolachevsky et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, frequency-selective feedback has also been
found to induce instabilities depending on the feedback
strength, spectral selectivity, and tuning. This was already
recognized by Risch and Voumard (1977). From a dynamics
point of view, the effects of frequency-selective feedback
were addressed, modeling optical feedback from a Fabry-
Perot resonator (Yousefi and Lenstra, 1999), from a grating
(Detoma, Tromborg, and Montrosset, 2005), and from a fiber
Bragg grating (Naumenko, Besnard, and Loiko, 2003). The
frequency selectivity modifies the mode distribution of the
system and affects their stability. Modified and different
dynamical effects can emerge. In experiments, the impact
of the relation between filter width, relaxation oscillation
frequency, and external-cavity frequency on the dynamical
behavior was studied; see, e.g., Fischer et al. (2004) and
Erzgräber et al. (2006). A particularly interesting feature of
filtered coherent optical feedback is the onset of complex
dynamics, including frequency oscillations, for which the
intensity remains almost constant. In summary, frequency-
selective feedback provides an opportunity to tune and mod-
ify the dynamical properties induced by delayed feedback
and adds to the versatility of the system.

2. Polarization-rotated feedback

Optical feedback provides the freedom to manipulate the
polarization of the feedback light. In this way it allows one to
modify the interaction of the fed back light with the optical
field in the laser and to involve other polarization modes
in the emission. Loh, Ozeki, and Tang (1990) introduced a
quarter-wave plate into the external cavity of an edge-
emitting semiconductor laser, such that the feedback light
polarization was rotated by 90� with respect to the emitted
light. As a result, the laser exhibited square-wave-like polar-
ization self-modulation with a period of twice the delay time
�f, and for high pump currents showed a transition to chaotic

emission. Li, Hohl, and Gavrielides (1998) extended these
results to experiments with VCSEL, in which a similar
phenomenology was found. For high-frequency self-
modulation in the GHz range, the modulation characteristics
became, however, more and more sinusoidal.

If the polarization mode gain difference is too large, or the
feedback not sufficiently strong, the weaker polarization
mode might not be excited. Still instabilities can emerge
due to the interaction of the feedback light with the carrier
reservoir in the laser (Otsuka and Chern, 1991). This situation
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has often been referred to as incoherent feedback. Since it is
a priori not clear whether only one or both polarization
modes are involved in the dynamical processes, we prefer
to speak, in general, of polarization-rotated optical feedback.
Heil, Uchida et al. (2003) studied a laser with large polar-
ization mode gain difference and could still identify weakly
chaotic dynamics, different from the scenario observed by
Loh, Ozeki, and Tang (1990). Heil, Uchida et al. (2003)
showed that an incorporation of the weak TM mode was
required to model the dynamical behavior. The full flexibility
of these setups was recently explored by Khaykovich et al.
(2009) and Gavrielides et al. (2010), considering further
polarization mode coupling schemes. Gavrielides et al.
(2010) studied a configuration allowing for the strong TE
mode to couple to the weak TM mode, but not vice versa.
They found an extension of the previously simple square
waves to more complex variants with different shapes and
periods. Khaykovich et al. (2009) studied TE-TM coupled
mode dynamics in a semiconductor laser subject to feedback
with variably rotated polarization, finding dynamical insta-
bilities in a large parameter range.

3. Optoelectronic feedback

Besides optical feedback schemes, optoelectronic feed-
back schemes have also found a lot of interest for the study
of complex dynamics. They benefit from the possibility that
the pump current of semiconductor lasers can be directly
modulated with GHz bandwidths. In such schemes, the in-
tensity of the laser is detected at a particular point, and the
amplified electrical signal is fed back to the pump current of
the semiconductor laser. The detector might directly measure
the emitted laser intensity, or the light might have passed
beforehand through an optical configuration. In this way,
different kinds of feedback nonlinearities can be designed
and studied. The delayed feedback to the injection current can
again induce instabilities in the emission of the semiconduc-
tor laser systems. Deterministic chaotic behavior has indeed
been observed in various configurations. We mention only a
few examples of these intensely studied systems here. Liu and
Ohtsubo (1991) studied such systems in the early 1990s,
employing a laser Twyman-Green interferometer with de-
layed electronic feedback. A period-doubling route and suc-
cessive higher harmonic bifurcations to chaos were observed
in this system, showing similarities to a delay scenario as
described by Ikeda and Matsumoto (1987). Takizawa, Liu,
and Ohtsubo (1994) employed a Fabry-Perot interferometer
whose output was detected and fed back to the laser current,
also finding period-three cycles and chaos. Goedgebuer,
Larger, and Porte (1998) introduced an optoelectronic wave-
length oscillator. It consists of an electrically tunable DBR
multielectrode laser with a feedback loop formed by a delay
line and an optical configuration which exhibits a nonlinearity
in wavelength. The light is detected after transmission
through a birefringent plate and polarizers, and fed back to
the tuning section of the laser. This system exhibits chaotic
dynamics in the wavelength of the laser, again in close
correspondence to the scenario as described by Ikeda and
Matsumoto (1987). Figure 8 depicts experimentally obtained
bifurcation diagrams for two different optical path differences
introduced by the birefringent plate.

Even the systems with direct detection of the laser’s output

and delayed electronic feedback to the pump exhibit a rich

variety of complex behavior. Tang and Liu (2001a) studied

the system with positive feedback, and Lin and Liu (2003)

studied the system with negative feedback to the pump

current. Many variations of these feedback schemes have

been studied intensively since then and employed for appli-

cations as well as for investigation of fundamental properties

of delay-coupled systems, as discussed in the following

sections. The importance of optoelectronic chaotic systems

based on delayed feedback has recently been highlighted by

Larger and Dudley (2010).

4. Phase-conjugate feedback

The study of the effect of phase-conjugate feedback on

semiconductor lasers has also found considerable interest.

Most of these studies focused on the stabilization of lasers

and to reduce their linewidth, but some studies concentrated

on dynamical effects as well. In such studies, it is important to

take the characteristic time scales of the phase-conjugating

medium into account. In modeling, instantaneous (van

Tartwijk, van der Linden, and Lenstra, 1992; Murakami,

Ohtsubo, and Liu, 1997; Krauskopf, Gray, and Lenstra,

1998) and noninstantaneous (Green and Krauskopf, 2004)

phase-conjugate feedback have been considered. From the

experimental side, three different kinds of phase-conjugating

mirrors have been employed: photorefractive crystals such as

BaTiO3, atomic vapors, and broad area semiconductor lasers.

BaTiO3 crystals allow for high reflectivities but have very

FIG. 8. Experimental bifurcation diagrams for optoelectronic

feedback scheme showing the transition to wavelength chaos in

dependence on the feedback strength ��. From Goedgebuer, Larger,

Porte, and Delorme, 1998.
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slow response times on time scales of seconds (Feinberg,
1982). Using atomic vapors in a four-wave mixing configu-
ration, high reflectivities with response times down to the
nanosecond scale can be achieved. Broad area semiconductor
lasers offer high reflectivities and fast time response times
reaching picosecond time scales (Kürz, Nagar, and Mukai,
1996). With a focus on dynamical properties, experimental
results were reported using rubidium vapor and BaTiO3

crystals. For the rubidium vapor mirror, feedback power
levels up to �26 dB were achieved. Different frequency
locking as well as coherence collapse phenomena with a
period-doubling route to chaos was identified (Andersen
et al., 1999). For feedback from a BaTiO3 crystal,
Lawrence and Kane (2001) compared phase-conjugate and
conventional optical feedback in a system using the same
laser device in the long delay regime. For phase-conjugate
feedback they found coherence collapsed, chaotic behavior
covering optical feedback levels which were even larger than
in the case of conventional mirror feedback.

The large variety of feedback schemes, only briefly
presented here, illustrates the flexibility and versatility of
semiconductor laser systems for delay-coupled networks.

G. Influence of noise

Noise in semiconductor lasers has two major contributions:
field noise (originating mainly from spontaneous emission)
and carrier noise (which has its origin in the carrier recom-
bination and is, in addition, affected by the noise of the pump
source). In theoretical models, they are usually accounted for
by inclusion of Langevin noise terms FEðtÞ in the field
equation (1) and FnðtÞ in the carrier equation (2). The field
noise is often considered to affect the dynamics more
strongly, but the role of the carrier noise has been addressed
in detail as well. The influence of noise has two aspects. First,
it can affect the dynamical states and their stability. Second,
noise might even play a potentially constructive role, giving
rise to ordering effects. Therefore, with a perspective on
applications, noise will be an important factor to consider.
The two aspects of noise robustness and a possible ordering
role of noise are discussed in the following.

1. Noise robustness

The aspect of noise robustness is best explained on the
concrete example of the LFF phenomenon. A long-lasting
and important discussion has been whether the LFF are a
noise-induced phenomenon, a noise-modified phenomenon,
or a deterministically dominated effect. Prior to the determi-
nistic mechanism as described by Sano (1994), Henry and
Kazarinov (1986) had introduced an explanation for the LFF,
describing it as a noise-induced escape phenomenon from one
of the stable high-gain modes. Hohl, van der Linden, and Roy
(1995) studied the LFF phenomenon in numerics and experi-
ments and analyzed the statistics of the power dropouts. They
found that, in some parameter regimes, spontaneous emission
noise qualitatively influences the statistics of the dropouts in
agreement with the predicted dependencies of Henry and
Kazarinov (1986). This finding seems to particularly hold
for pump currents very close to threshold, where the influence
of spontaneous emission is maximal. However, it was not

clear whether in this case one of the stable high-gain modes
was reached prior to a dropout event. Later, for a laser with a
small � parameter, a stable mode was shown to be reached
before a power dropout was induced (Heil, Fischer, and
Elsäßer, 2000). Under those conditions, the distribution func-
tions of the residence times, as described by Henry and
Kazarinov (1986), were reproduced. For added carrier noise,
a similar scaling law for the noise dependence of the resi-
dence times was demonstrated. In particular, the noise-
induced escape from the basin of attraction of the stable
mode was shown to exhibit similarities to the classical prob-
lem of thermally induced escape from a potential well. This
further stimulated the discussion whether the LFF are a
persistent dynamics or rather a chaotic transient. In numerical
modeling of the LK equations, it was observed that, for small
values of the � parameter, the system always ended up in a
stable mode, which could be prevented by adding a sufficient
amount of noise (Torcini et al., 2006; Zamora-Munt et al.,
2010). For larger values of �, even without noise terms, the
LKmodel shows persistent LFF dynamics. The determination
of the relevant � parameter from experiments is, however, not
an easy task. Different methods of parameter characterization
exist, but often the conditions under which � is obtained do
not correspond to the conditions under which the instabilities
are observed, and significant error bars exist. Highly resolved
optical spectra might, in the near future, allow for a more
meaningful determination of �.

The influence of carrier noise on the complex behavior of
semiconductor lasers was for a long time neglected, because
the optical linewidth of the stable emission of a semiconduc-
tor laser is determined by phase fluctuations originating from
spontaneous emission noise and is not affected by the carrier
noise (Henry, 1982). However, Yousefi, Lenstra, and Vemuri
(2004) recognized that carrier noise can affect the dynamical
state of a semiconductor laser subject to optical feedback.
Van der Sande et al. (2006) showed that low-frequency noise
added to the injection current of a semiconductor laser can
decrease the relaxation oscillation frequency fRO and in-
crease its damping rate. Moreover, current noise can also
suppress the instabilities significantly, as demonstrated by
Soriano, Berkvens et al. (2011). In the latter work, current
noise was added to the pump current in the low-frequency
domain, and a damping of the spectral peaks corresponding to
the intensity instabilities up to 10 dB was observed, as long as
the feedback was not too strong. For moderate to strong
feedback, no influence of the current noise on the CC dy-
namics was noticed.

2. Ordering role of noise

As indicated by the latter example, the notion of order in
nonlinear systems is not trivially related to the amount of
noise in the system, as it is for linear systems. In fact, it is well
known that a certain amount of noise can increase the order in
the dynamics of a nonlinear system. Two examples of the
ordering role of noise are the amplification of the response of
nonlinear systems to weak external forcing, known as sto-
chastic resonance (Gammaitoni et al., 1998), and the genera-
tion and enhancement of periodic behavior in nonlinear
systems close to rhythm-generating bifurcations, denoted as
coherence resonance (Gang et al., 1993; Pikovsky and
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Kurths, 1997). Both types of phenomena have been identified

in the LFF regime of a semiconductor laser with delayed

optical feedback. Marino et al. (2002) performed an experi-
ment in which they applied a sinusoidal current modulation to

a semiconductor laser with optical feedback, in addition to

broadband current noise that could be varied in amplitude.

They found that, for a finite external noise level, there is a

frequency for which the LFF occur almost periodically at the
modulation frequency. This resonant frequency matched the

inverse of the average interdropout time. For a fixed forcing

frequency the same resonance was found by varying the noise

level, a well-known characteristic of stochastic resonance.
This type of behavior has also been reproduced by simulations

of the Lang-Kobayashi model (Buldú et al., 2002), which

revealed a nontrivial dependence of the phenomenon with

respect to the feedback time (Buldú, Garcı́a-Ojalvo, and

Torrent, 2004). Masoller (2002) extended this concept to
multistable behavior in model calculations. She studied a

similar configuration with weak feedback for which several

attractors coexist and for which large enough noise induces

jumps among the attractors. She showed that for a certain

noise level the dynamics of attractor jumps exhibits a resonant
behavior due to the interplay of noise and delayed feedback.

Giacomelli et al. (2000) demonstrated the existence of

coherence resonance in the delayed-feedback semiconductor

laser system. Changing the amount of noise, they showed that
a resonance existed at which the LFF dropouts were most

regular. Buldú et al. (2001) performed modeling on this

system based on the LK equations with external colored noise

in the pump current. An optimal coherent response was found

for suitable values of both the amplitude and the correlation
time of the noise. Martinez Avila et al. (2004) subsequently

demonstrated in experiments and modeling that coherence

resonance exists in this system even without external noise

drive. Fast deterministic dynamics was shown to play the role

of an effective exciting noise source. Coherence resonance
was also reported in other semiconductor laser configurations

(Panajotov et al., 2004; Ushakov et al., 2005). In a sub-

sequent development, numerical simulations and experimen-

tal results revealed the existence of the phenomenon known
as ghost stochastic resonance, where the laser responds to a

complex external signal (consisting of harmonics of a missing

fundamental) by detecting the ghost fundamental frequency,

as long as an optimal amount of noise (in this case provided

by the internal dynamics of the laser) is present (Buldú et al.,
2003; Van der Sande et al., 2005).

The above discussed influences of noise illustrate that

interesting phenomena might appear due to the interplay of

noise and delayed feedback. They need to be considered in

coupling configurations as well, where they can in addition
affect synchronization properties, as discussed in Sec. III.F.

Therefore, noise effects should be taken into account for any

experimental implementation and might even be used in a

constructive way.

H. Advances and challenges in acquisition and

characterization of semiconductor laser dynamics

The phenomena of delayed feedback in semiconductor

lasers have been studied in great detail in the past and

represent the basis for the study of delay-coupled semicon-
ductor laser systems. Nevertheless, advances in photonic
sources and components, as well as novel and improved
acquisition technologies, open up new perspectives for their
study and utilization. The implementation of semiconductor
laser systems with delayed coupling employing fiber optics
allows one to utilize off-the-shelf telecommunication system
components which are mature and low cost. They permit one
to scale the setups to large delays and more complicated
configurations. They even allow one to realize network con-
figurations that are otherwise hard to adjust and control. Some
network motifs will be addressed in Sec. IV.A. With the
development of multichannel fast real-time oscilloscopes,
one of the major obstacles in studying the delay dynamics
of semiconductor lasers has been overcome. Recently, real-
time oscilloscopes with an analog bandwidth beyond 10 GHz,
reaching up to 45 GHz, additionally providing memory
depths of tens of millions of samples per acquisition, have
become available. In combination with fast photodetectors,
that are standard technology in telecommunications, long
time series of the intensity dynamics covering the full band-
width of delayed-feedback instabilities can be acquired for
the first time. This will finally enable a more detailed time
series analysis of experimental data from these systems.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of dynamics in the LFF regime,
in the upper panel for 1 GHz bandwidth limited detection, and
for 16 GHz bandwidth detection using modern acquisition
techniques in the lower panel, illustrating the amount of
gained dynamical resolution. These advances are comple-
mented by the possibility to measure not only the intensity
dynamics, but also the carrier dynamics of the lasers
(Ray et al., 2006). Even the frequency dynamics can now

FIG. 9. Comparison of LFF dynamics, detected with 1 GHz

bandwidth (upper panel) vs 16 GHz bandwidth detection

(lower panel). Courtesy of Daniel Brunner, IFISC, Spain.
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be measured with nanosecond resolution, using heterodyne
techniques (Brunner, Porte et al., 2012). In addition, the
heterodyne technique, as well as novel methods in optical
spectrum analysis, based on nonlinear mixing in fibers, al-
lows one to resolve the compound cavity mode separation,
and at the same time to cover the whole spectral width, which
can extend over 4 to 5 orders of magnitude. Altogether new
characterization methods have become possible, giving rise
to unprecedented insights into the dynamical phenomena and
processes. Moreover, they also allow one to determine the
laser and external-cavity parameters and experimental con-
ditions with higher precision. This will enable a better com-
parison of modeling and experiments and to target dynamical
phenomena more precisely.

III. DYNAMICS AND SYNCHRONIZATION OF

DELAY-COUPLED SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

The study of coupled lasers started soon after the laser
discovery. Monolithically integrated coupled-cavity devices
were considered for applications such as optical bistability
(Lasher, 1964) or amplification (Kosonocky and Cornely,
1968). Cleaved-coupled-cavity lasers, also called C3 lasers,
were proposed in the early 1980s. C3 lasers can be built as an
active-passive (laser–mirror) or active-active (laser–laser)
system. Soon after, the development of high power lasers
led to the study of the dynamical properties of arrays of
semiconductor lasers coupled via their evanescent fields
(Botez and Ackey, 1986; Wang and Winful, 1988; Botez
and Mawst, 1996). While the output of the individual ele-
ments of the array can be dynamically unstable, exhibiting
large amplitude chaotic pulsations, the total output turned out
to be characterized by a quasisteady state with small ampli-
tude fluctuations (Wang and Winful, 1988). Winful and
Rahman (1990) were the first numerically showing that a
subset of lasers in an array of coupled lasers can produce
identical, synchronized, chaotic signals for a certain coupling
regime. Outside that range, synchronization breaks down, and
the system enters a regime of spatiotemporal chaos or turbu-
lence. Because of the intrinsic fabrication process of the
devices described before, the delay in the propagation time
of the light between the elements is very small compared to
the intrinsic time scale (TRO) of the system and can, con-
sequently, be neglected.

This picture drastically changes when two or more lasers
are coupled such that the propagation time for the optical
signal from one laser to the others is of the order of, or larger
than, the characteristic time scale of the lasers. In semicon-
ductor lasers, with characteristic time scales TRO of hundreds
of picoseconds to nanoseconds, this already occurs for sepa-
ration distances of some millimeters to centimeters; we refer
to these systems as delay-coupled lasers. Delay coupling
introduces additional degrees of freedom into the problem.
Mathematically, the system becomes infinite dimensional, as
described in Sec. II, and a rich variety of behaviors can be
expected (Erneux, 2009), including multistability of synchro-
nized and desynchronized states, amplitude death in coupled
limit cycle oscillators, or stochastic, coherence, or ghost
resonance or chaos suppression, for instance, in networks of
oscillators with random delays. One of the pioneering studies

of delay-coupled systems was reported in 1989, considering
limit-cycle oscillators that mutually entrained each other
(Schuster and Wagner, 1989). Since then, the dynamics of
the delay-coupled systems has become a fascinating and
exciting field that covers not only fundamental studies, but
also a variety of applications, some of which will be
presented in this review.

In this section we present an overview of some of the
different behaviors that can be observed when coupling two
or more semiconductor lasers with a certain delay. We begin
with the simple case of unidirectionally coupled lasers, which
can exhibit identical or generalized synchronization phe-
nomena, depending on the laser parameters and operating
conditions. Next we address the case of bidirectionally
coupled lasers, for which the different types of synchroniza-
tion states are linked to different relative timing of the
individual emissions. In two bidirectionally coupled lasers a
spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs under certain condi-
tions that prevents the emergence of isochronous identical
synchronization. This limitation can be overcome by intro-
ducing self-feedback to the lasers, an external drive laser, or a
relay element that can be a third laser or a semitransparent
mirror.

A. Identical synchronization, generalized synchronization,

and consistency

Dynamical systems, in general, and semiconductor lasers,
in particular, can synchronize their dynamics when properly
coupled. This ability plays an important role in some appli-
cations, the most relevant being chaos-based communications
(see Sec. V.D). Synchronization was first defined as the
ability of two systems to adjust their rhythms in time when
they are weakly coupled (Pikovsky, Rosemblum, and Kurths,
2001). However, from practical considerations, this definition
needs to be extended to include, e.g., strong coupling and
entrainment, the latter referring to the case in which one
dynamical system drives the dynamics of another system.
In this review, we follow this broader notion of synchroniza-
tion that is widely accepted in the scientific community.

From the many types of synchronization that have been
identified in coupled systems, identical synchronization,
phase synchronization, lag synchronization, generalized syn-
chronization, etc. (Boccaletti et al., 2002), we concentrate on
two types: identical synchronization, sometimes also referred
to as complete synchronization, and generalized synchroni-
zation. Identical synchronization is the simplest form of
synchronization in which two (almost) identical systems,
operating in a periodic or even chaotic regime, perfectly
hook each other, and exhibit identical oscillations in time.
Given two systems described by the state vectors ~xðtÞ and
~yðtÞ, identical or complete synchronization implies ~xðtÞ ¼
~yðtÞ8 t. Generalized synchronization goes further in consid-
ering different systems and associating the output of one
system to a given function, often unknown, of the other
system. In order to define generalized synchronization more
precisely, let us consider the unidirectionally coupled system
of dimension n and m, respectively:

_~x ¼ Fð ~xÞ; _~y ¼ Gð ~y; hð ~xÞÞ;
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where F: Rn ! Rn, G: Rm ! Rm, and hð ~xðtÞÞ: Rn ! Rm.
Then the two systems are said to be synchronized in a
generalized sense if a transformation c exists which is able
to asymptotically map the trajectories of system ~x onto
system ~y, regardless of the initial conditions, such that ~yðtÞ ¼
c ð ~xðtÞÞ. While identical synchronization can be identified by,
e.g., calculating the cross-correlation function between two
signals, generalized synchronization is more difficult to test.
A simple and appealing way (from a practical point of view)
to test generalized synchronization is by using the auxiliary
system approach introduced by Abarbanel, Rulkov, and
Sushchik (1996). Assuming, for instance, that one deals
with a drive-response system, this approach requires the use
of a copy of the response system, the auxiliary system [see
Fig. 10(a)], which is driven by exactly the same input as the
original response system, although starting from different
initial conditions. By observing a stable regime of identical,
or quasi-identical, oscillations in the auxiliary and response
systems, it is said that the drive and response systems are
synchronized in generalized form. How far the auxiliary
system approach corresponds to the precise definition of
generalized synchronization is yet under investigation.
Besides the concept of generalized synchronization, consis-
tency was also defined (Uchida, McAllister, and Roy, 2004).
Consistency refers to the ability of a nonlinear system to
respond identically, or almost identically, to the repetitive
application of the same complex drive signal, while starting
from different initial conditions [see Fig. 10(b)]. If identical
or almost identical responses are obtained repetitively, it is
said that the nonlinear system responds consistently. This
concept is important since it evaluates the capacity of a
dynamical system to produce the same, or almost the same,
output under the same input. In principle, it is also less
demanding to check experimentally when compared to gen-
eralized synchronization, because it does not require an
auxiliary system. To what extent generalized synchronization,
the auxiliary system approach, and consistency refer to the
same concept is still under debate.

B. Unidirectional coupling

Synchronization properties of coupled lasers have been
extensively studied from both fundamental and applied view-
points. One of the simplest configurations considers a laser,
usually called a drive laser (DL), injecting part of its light into
another laser, usually called a response laser (RL) in a
unidirectional way. If the DL operates in cw or in a periodic
regime, while the RL operates in cw when uncoupled, the RL
can, for instance, be locked in frequency to the DL (stable
injection locking) or operate in a periodic, quasiperiodic, or
even chaotic regime, depending on the coupling strength and
the optical frequency detuning between both DL and RL (van
Tartwijk and Lenstra, 1995; Locquet, Masoller, and Mirasso,
2002; Murakami and Ohtsubo, 2002). If the DL operates in a
chaotic regime, that could be induced for instance by an
external mirror or by an optoelectronic self-feedback as
mentioned in Sec. II, the RL can synchronize its dynamics
to the DL either identically or in a generalized way. As an
example, let us assume that the DL is subject to delayed
optical feedback with strength � and feedback delay �f (see

Fig. 11) such that it operates in a chaotic regime. Also assume
that the RL operates in the cw regime when uncoupled and in
the absence of any feedback (open-loop scheme, when the
dashed box is removed in Fig. 11). If the DL and RL are
optically coupled with a coupling strength , identical syn-
chronization can be achieved if � ¼  holds and the two
lasers operate with a negligible frequency detuning (Ahlers,
Parlitz, and Lauterborn, 1998). In the upper panel of Fig. 12
the electric field amplitude of the DL [E0ðtÞ] is plotted versus
time, in the middle panel the electric field amplitude of RL
[ ~E0ðtÞ], and in the lower panel their normalized difference
�E0ðtÞ ¼ j ~E0ðtÞ � E0ðt� 2�tÞj=hE0ðtÞi. Because of the cou-
pling delay �c, the intensity signal ~E0ðtÞ of the response laser
is shifted in time with respect to the drive (Ahlers, Parlitz, and
Lauterborn, 1998). In the lower panel it can be seen that after
a short transient the two output signals become perfectly
synchronized.

The detuning between emitting frequencies of the two
lasers plays a crucial role for identical synchronization.
Even a small frequency detuning prevents the lasers from
synchronizing, as seen in Fig. 13, where experimental results
of the correlation function versus the detuning frequency
between DL and RL are plotted for the case in which the
self-feedback power of the DL equals the injected power into
the RL (Liu et al., 2002). In this unidirectional coupling
configuration, the coupling delay �c between the DL and the
RL, i.e., the propagation time of the light between DL and
RL, does not play any role in the synchronization process; it
only shifts the position of the peak where the maximum of the
cross-correlation function occurs. In the particular situation in
which the coupling time is shorter than the feedback time in
the DL (�c < �f), the maximum of the cross-correlation

FIG. 10 (color online). Schematic representation of the

(a) auxiliary system approach to detect generalized synchronization,

and (b) consistency test.

FIG. 11. Scheme of a setup for the unidirectionally coupled laser

system.
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function is located at times shorter than �c and the observed

synchronization is also referred to as anticipated synchroni-

zation (Masoller, 2001; Liu et al., 2002). However, the

condition �c < �f is not necessary for anticipated synchroni-

zation to occur. Actually, for �c > �f the RL still synchro-

nizes to the future state of the ML. If the RL laser is also

subject to the same kind of optical feedback as the DL

(closed-loop scheme, with the dashed box in Fig. 11), with

a feedback strength �0 and feedback delay �f, the trajectory

of the two coupled lasers undergoes different bifurcations

(Hopf, period doubling, torus, and crisis) for increasing

coupling strengths. This gives rise to diverse dynamical

regimes (periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic and bistability),

eventually reaching very high correlation for sufficiently

large coupling (Ruiz-Oliveras and Pisarchik, 2009).

Identical synchronization can occur if � ¼ þ �0.
Identical synchronization is also possible for certain values

of � < þ �0 due to interference (Flunkert and Schöll, 2012)

but otherwise, generalized synchronization or no synchroni-

zation is observed.
The stability of the identically synchronized solution can

be analyzed and determined in terms of different models. One
of the most used models is based on modified Lang-

Kobayashi equations (Lang and Kobayashi, 1980) described

in Sec. II, including a term that couples the DL with the RL

(Revuelta et al., 2002). In the latter work, a simple theory is

developed to obtain synchronization conditions and to ana-
lyze the effects of the detuning between the two lasers.

C. Dynamics and synchronization of two bidirectionally

coupled semiconductor lasers

When two semiconductor lasers are placed in a face-to-

face configuration with a coupling delay that is of the order of

or longer than the characteristic time scale of the laser (TRO),
interesting and sometimes unexpected phenomena can be

observed, depending on the operating conditions. In the short

delay regime (where the coupling delay is of the order of TRO)

it was found both in experiments and in numerical modeling

that, by detuning the optical frequency between the two

lasers, delay-induced scenarios ranging from optical fre-
quency locking to successive states of periodic intensity

pulsations emerge (Wünsche et al., 2005). Interestingly, the

theoretical treatment revealed the universal character of these

findings for delay-coupled systems in general (Wünsche

et al., 2005). In the following, however, we concentrate on
the long delay limit, for which the coupling delay is larger

than the relaxation oscillation period TRO of the lasers.
One of the first studies in the long delay regime considered

two weakly coupled semiconductor lasers (Hohl et al., 1997).

Specifically, they investigated a system of two coupled lasers

placed at a distance of 20 cm where the two lasers were
pumped at different levels. Under such asymmetric condi-

tions the lasers have different free-running relaxation oscil-

lating frequencies and different intensities. It was found that

the laser which was pumped at the lower level could entrain

the laser that was pumped at a considerably higher level. In

this context, synchronization refers to the locking of the
relaxation oscillation frequencies of the individual lasers.

This localized synchronization was characterized by low

amplitude oscillations in one laser, in conjunction with large

oscillations in the other laser. In Fig. 14 experimental optical

spectra of the two semiconductor lasers are depicted, dem-

onstrating the localized synchronization state (Hohl et al.,
1997).

When the coupling strength is increased, the situation

radically changes. In particular, it was found both experimen-

tally and numerically that when two identical semiconductor

lasers (with respect to internal parameters and operating

conditions) are placed far apart and coupled face to face via
their emitted electric fields, subnanosecond, coupling-

induced synchronized chaotic dynamics in conjunction with

a spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur (Fujino and

Ohtsubo, 2001; Heil, Fischer, Elsäßer, Mulet, and Mirasso,

2001; Mulet et al., 2004). The chaotic oscillations are
accompanied by a leader-laggard dynamics in which the

leader-laggard role of the two lasers changes randomly with

time; over a long time window, both lasers lead or lag, on

FIG. 13. Experimental results of the correlation function vs the

detuning frequency. From Liu et al., 2002.

FIG. 12. Low-frequency intensity pulsations of a laser in an

external cavity. From Ahlers, Parlitz, and Lauterborn, 1998.
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average, for the same time. The synchronization that is
established between the lasers is not complete but general-
ized, in the Abarbanel sense (Abarbanel, Rulkov, and
Sushchik, 1996). This fact can be proven by unidirectionally
coupling a third identical laser, used as a twin system, to one
of the two lasers (this situation corresponds to �3;2 ¼ 0 in

Fig. 23). Results obtained numerically for two identical
mutually coupled lasers and the attached test laser revealed
identical synchronization between the test and one of the two
lasers (the one that is not directly connected to it) (Van der
Sande et al., 2008). These results were also found experi-
mentally for the case of two mutually coupled Mackey-Glass
electronic circuits (Soriano et al., 2012).

Figure 15 depicts, in comparison of experiment and mod-
eling, how the maximum of the cross-correlation function
increases as the coupling strength �c, normalized to the

maximum attainable value in the experiment �max, is

increased. Below �jj
c ¼ �c=�max ¼ 0:2 the two lasers are

already unstable, but do not clearly synchronize. Beyond

this value, generalized synchronization is attained and main-

tained for larger values of the coupling strength.
When biasing both lasers at the same current close to the

solitary laser threshold, the low-frequency intensity dropouts

occur strongly correlated in both systems, however with a

time lag of either �c or ��c between the two signals, as

shown in Figs. 16 and 17, upper panel. The same character-

istic can be seen at a much shorter time scale where subnano-
second pulsations occur (see Fig. 17, lower panel). In Fig. 17,

lower panel, the delay �c has been compensated for. The

cross-correlation function between the two output intensities

plotted in Fig. 18 provides more insight into the underlying

mechanism. It illustrates that the delay between the leading

laser (leader) and the lagging laser (laggard) exactly corre-

sponds to the coupling delay �c, highlighting the occurrence

of the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the system and

yielding an achronal generalized synchronization. This fact

is reflected in the height of the correlation peaks in Fig. 18

that are almost identical for��c;�2�c; . . . but smaller than 1.
The small asymmetry present in the height of the peaks in

Fig. 18(b) is due to small unavoidable mismatches between

the two devices. The two main peaks in the cross-correlation

function are identical (or almost identical) which is due to the

change in the leader-laggard role in time. This fact is con-

firmed by computing the probability density function of the

time shift between power dropouts of the two lasers. The time

lag is defined by means of �0 ¼ �1k � �2k, where �
k
j stands for

the kth dropout time of laser j. To decide whether a power

dropout occurs or not, a predefined threshold is assumed.

Hence, positive (negative) �0 means that laser 1 (2) drops

before laser 2 (1). The probability distribution function of �0,
shown in Fig. 16, shows that most of the dropouts occur at

times �0 � �c, whereas larger times are unlikely.
The symmetry in the two peaks can be broken if a fre-

quency detuning between the two lasers is induced (Heil,

Fischer, Elsäßer, Mulet, and Mirasso, 2001), an asymmetric

coupling strength is considered (Gonzalez, Torrent, and

Garcı́a-Ojalvo, 2007), or the lasers are biased differently

(Deng et al., 2011). Under any of these conditions, a stable

leader-laggard generalized synchronization is established.

FIG. 14. Experimental optical spectra of the two lasers demon-

strating localized synchronization. (a) and (b) depict the spectra

without coupling, and (c) and (d) the ones with weak coupling.

From Hohl et al., 1997.

FIG. 15. Comparison of the maximum degree of correlation

achieved as a function of the coupling strength for experiment

and modeling. Both lasers are pumped at the solitary laser threshold.

From Mulet et al., 2004.

FIG. 16. Probability density function of the time shift between

power dropouts of the two mutually coupled lasers. From Mulet

et al., 2004.
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Another aspect that can be observed from Fig. 18 is that

the correlation coefficient corresponding to the isochronal

identical synchronization is very small, in both the experi-

ment and the simulations. The reason for its small value is

that the solution, although existing, is unstable, as demon-

strated both numerically (Mulet et al., 2004) and analytically

(White, Matus, and Moloney, 2002; D’Huys et al., 2010;

Englert et al., 2010; Flunkert et al., 2010). The correlation

coefficient is not zero (or close to zero) at zero lag because

the lasers were biased at threshold, operating in the LFF

regime with the characteristic dropouts in the optical

power (see Fig. 17). If the correlation coefficient is computed

using only the dynamics between dropouts (Klein, Gross,

Rosenbluh et al., 2006) or for higher bias currents, one

obtains negligible values at zero lag.
Numerical simulations have mostly been performed based

on a modified version of the Lang-Kobayashi equations,

yielding qualitatively the same results as in the experiments

as shown, for instance, in Fig. 18(a) (Heil, Fischer, Elsäßer,

Mulet, and Mirasso, 2001; Mulet et al., 2004). A detailed

derivation and analysis of this model, assuming weak to

moderate coupling strength and single-mode operation for

the two lasers, can be found in Mulet, Massoller, and Mirasso

(2002), Erzgräber, Krauskopf, and Lenstra (2005), and

Erzgräber et al. (2005). From the steady-state analysis, three

different types of monochromatic solutions, usually called

compound laser modes, were found: in-phase and antiphase

symmetric solutions and asymmetric solutions. In the sym-

metric solutions, the two lasers oscillate with a relative phase

that is restricted to being either 0 (in phase) or � (antiphase).

In spite of the high degree of symmetry in the system,

asymmetric solutions, in which the gain in both lasers is

different, were also found, although they turned out to be
unstable (Mulet, Massoller, and Mirasso, 2002; Erzgräber,
Krauskopf, and Lenstra, 2005; Erzgräber et al., 2005). It is
worth mentioning that these compound laser modes form the
underlying skeleton of the dynamical system; their stability
and overall structure are found to be vital ingredients of the
dynamics.

Analytical and numerical studies based on even simpler
models were also carried out. In the limit of an infinitely long
coupling delay, symmetric, antisymmetric, and asymmetric
solutions were also found (Javaloyes, Mandel, and Pieroux,
2003). The stability of these solutions was determined partly
analytically and partly numerically. In the opposite limit
(Rogister and Blondel, 2004; Yanchuck, Schneider, and
Recke, 2004), where the coupling delay is very small, and
for the case of identical systems, synchronous, antisynchro-
nous, and asynchronous cw solutions were observed
(Yanchuck, Schneider, and Recke, 2004), the stability of
which depends on the coupling strength and feedback phase.

Besides the many studies on bidirectionally coupled edge-
emitting semiconductor lasers, other configurations, including
semiconductor lasers with bidirectional optoelectronic cou-
pling (Tang et al., 2004; Chiang, Chen, and Liu, 2005),
mutually coupled vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers
(Vicente et al., 2006; Li et al., 2007; Ozaki et al., 2009),
fiber ring lasers (Rogers-Dakin et al., 2006), quantum dot
lasers (Hegarty et al., 2007), and coupled DBR laser pairs
(Vaughan et al., 2009) were investigated. When considering
semiconductor lasers with bidirectional optoelectronic cou-
pling, and depending on the operating conditions, the mutual
coupling can quench their oscillations giving rise to the
phenomenon of death by delay (Tang et al., 2004). This
occurs when the two lasers self-oscillate when uncoupled
and operate cw when being coupled, as seen in Fig. 19. In
this figure the experimentally recorded time traces of the
optical power of two mutually optoelectronically coupled

FIG. 17. Upper panel: Experimental intensity time series of the

two lasers. The lower trace shows the inverted time series. Both

lasers are pumped at I ¼ Isolth . Lower panel: Subnanosecond syn-

chronized dynamics between two consecutive power dropouts with

the delay-coupling time compensated for. From Heil, Fischer,

Elsäßer, Mulet, and Mirasso, 2001.

FIG. 18. (a) Numerical and (b) experimental cross-correlation

functions. From Mulet et al., 2004.
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self-oscillating lasers are plotted before and after the coupling
is connected. Conversely, the mutual coupling can also induce
complex dynamics. Torus and period-doubling bifurcations
were found in such a system. From an exhaustive theoretical
analysis, a quasiperiodic route to chaos with boundary crisis
events was identified as the responsible mechanism leading
the system from a regular to a complex behavior, even in the
absence of self-feedback (Vicente et al., 2004). Although the
chaotic waveforms are complex with broad spectra, general-
ized synchronization between the chaotic waveforms can
be observed. Such synchronization is achieved due to the
effect of the mutual coupling and the symmetric design
between the two lasers. When asymmetric coupling strengths
are implemented, a scaling law that relates the amplitudes
of the oscillations and the coupling strengths was found,
both numerically and experimentally (Kim et al., 2005).
Interestingly, this study was inspired by the formal correspon-
dence between a class of epidemic models and a class of the
laser models, highlighting the interdisciplinary character of
delay systems.

D. Dynamics and synchronization of further bidirectionally

coupled semiconductor laser configurations

In most of the results described in Sec. III.C, the identical
zero-lag synchronization solution exists, but is unstable when
two dynamical systems are mutually coupled with a certain
delay. This fact prevents the utilization of the system for bidi-
rectional chaos-based optical communications (see Sec. V.D)
and left the occurrence of zero-lag synchronization unexplained
that was observed in the brain betweenwidely separated cortical
regions (Roelfsema et al., 1997) (see Sec. V.E). Different
approaches were proposed to stabilize the zero-lag solution
(see some of the proposed schemes in Figs. 22 and 23). In
what follows we discuss the different configurations.

1. Mutually coupled lasers subject to self-feedback

The inclusion of a self-feedback loop in two mutually
coupled lasers can stabilize the zero-lag solution under
certain conditions. A feedback delay time that matches the

coupling delay between the lasers was proven to stabilize the

synchronized solution (Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh et al., 2006;

Schwartz and Shaw, 2007). Under self-feedback, the two

lasers play the same role in creating and maintaining

synchronization, avoiding, at the same time, the symmetry

breaking. Based on numerical simulations using a modified

version of the LK equations, Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh et al.

(2006) explored the region in the parameter space where

isochronal synchronization occurs. In Fig. 20 a wide region

in which isochronal synchronization occurs can be seen in the

feedback strength versus coupling strength parameter space,

although regions of achronal synchronization and no

synchronization are also visible.
When the feedback delay time and the coupling time are

different to each other, the zero-lag solution disappears ex-

cept for a small mismatch between them (Martinez Avila and

Rios Leite, 2009).

2. Mutually coupled lasers subject to a common drive

Another way to stabilize the zero-lag solution was proposed

by Zhou and Roy (2007) using Ikeda ring oscillators, and Jiang

et al. (2010) using semiconductor lasers. The two groups

showed that two of these nonlinear elements can isochronously

synchronize if they are symmetrically driven by a third non-

linear element. Figure 21 shows the synchronization diagram

between the mutually coupled lasers as a function of the

external driving strength induced by a third chaotic laser. A

wide region of zero-lag synchronization is observed for values

of driving strength larger than the mutual coupling strength

(Jiang et al., 2010). This synchronizationwas found to be quite

robust with respect to parameter mismatch between the two

mutually coupled elements, the most critical being the fre-

quency detuning between them. The scheme proposed by Jiang

et al. (2010) is shown in Fig. 22(b).
Interestingly, this kind of setup also allows for zero-lag

synchronization, if the external driving is a noise source

(Gonzalez et al., 2011). If the external driving is suppressed,

then the achronal solution emerges again, except the lasers

are coupled with different delays. In this case, the zero-lag

solution can be stabilized for certain integer ratios of the two

delays (Englert et al., 2010; Zigzag et al., 2010).

FIG. 19. Characteristics of ‘‘death by delay’’. (a), (b) Time series

and power spectra, respectively, of the two lasers before the mutual

coupling. (c), (d) Corresponding plots after the mutual coupling.

From Tang et al., 2004.

FIG. 20. Parameter space of coupling strength and self-feedback

strength indicating the synchronization regions. From Klein, Gross,

Rosenbluh et al., 2006.
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3. Mutually coupled lasers through a relay element

A third option is to introduce a relay element. One of the

first experimental studies considered three laterally coupled
lasers without delay (Terry et al., 1999), similar to the

configuration described by Winful and Rahman (1990). It

was shown, both experimentally and numerically, that iden-

tical synchronization between the outer lasers, but not with
the central one, occurred. Unlike this case, we present in this

section results related to the situation in which the dynamical

elements, mainly semiconductor lasers, are physically sepa-

rated, giving rise to significant coupling delays due to the
finite propagation times of the signals. This configuration was

first analyzed by Buric and Todorovic (2003) when studying

the synchronization properties of three bidirectionally
coupled hyperchaotic systems based on the Ikeda model.

They found conditions for which the three elements identi-

cally synchronized as a function of the coupling strengths and

the two delay times: the intrinsic delay of the Ikeda oscillators
and the coupling delay.

The use of a mediator-based semiconductor laser was

proposed, and experimentally studied, by Sivaprakasam

et al. (2003) to compensate the delay time between a trans-
mitter, a mediator, and a receiver. The transmitter was com-

posed of a semiconductor laser subject to optical feedback

from an external cavity, while the mediator and receiver were

free-running lasers. The transmitter and mediator were mu-
tually coupled with a certain delay and the output of the latter

was unidirectionally coupled, with the same delay time, to the

receiver. In this situation, generalized zero-lag synchroniza-

tion was observed among the three elements.
In what follows, we consider a configuration of three

mutually delay-coupled semiconductor lasers along a line,

in such a way that the central element acts as a relay of the

dynamics between the outer elements (see Fig. 23). Under the
conditions that a third laser (Fischer et al., 2006) or a

semitransparent mirror (Vicente, Mirasso, and Fischer,

2007) is placed between two face-to-face coupled semicon-

ductor lasers, identical synchronization can be achieved. The
stability of this solution depends, however, on certain laser

parameters and operating conditions (see Sec. III.E).

The experimental setup and the corresponding conditions
for the numerical simulations comprise three identical semi-
conductor lasers (within parameter tolerances) connected via
identical coupling delays �i;j ¼ �c (see Fig. 23). The cou-

pling strengths �i;j ¼ �c were also assumed to be identical in

all cases. The main results, obtained both experimentally and
numerically, are summarized in Fig. 24. The most relevant
feature is the occurrence of a collective behavior that gives
rise to zero-lag identical synchronization between the outer
lasers, mediated by the relay laser. This was surprising taking
into account the spatial separation between the outer lasers. In
modeling, this zero-lag identical solution was found for
arbitrary long coupling delays, if the two branches had the
same length. If a mismatch in delay times is introduced
according to �c;1 ¼ �1;2 ¼ �2;1 and �c;2 ¼ �2;3 ¼ �3;2, keep-
ing the other parameters symmetric, the identical synchroni-
zation remains stable; however, a time shift of �c;2 � �c;1
between the lasers is observed. One might initially think that
the synchronization between outer lasers is driven by the
central element: the relay drives the outer lasers. This is not
the case for the configuration shown in Fig. 23. The small
asymmetry present in the cross-correlation functions between
þ�c and ��c [see Figs. 24(e) and 24(f)] is not due to the
mismatch between the outer lasers (which is in any case
unavoidable), but reveals that the central laser lags in the
dynamics with respect to the outer ones. This was found by a
careful inspection of the experimental times series and cor-
roborated by numerical simulations of identical coupled
lasers (Vicente, Mirasso, and Fischer, 2007). The lagging
of the middle element is related to the fact that it receives
more input than the outer ones. In the opposite situation,
the middle element can lead the dynamics. In both cases,
since the coupling induces the instability, as well as the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 22. Different schemes for stabilizing the isochronal

solution. (a) Bidirectionally delay-coupled self-oscillating lasers.

(b) Bidirectionally delay-coupled lasers driven by a third laser.
FIG. 21 (color online). Maximum of the cross-correlation

coefficient between two mutually coupled lasers subject to an

external common driving. From Jiang et al., 2010.

FIG. 23 (color online). Chain of three mutually coupled semicon-

ductor lasers interacting bidirectionally with a time delay.
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synchronization, a truly collective behavior, that cannot be

explained by analyzing the individual elements, is estab-

lished. This collective behavior emerges under involvement

of the relay element that plays a crucial role; it feeds part of

the light received from the outer lasers symmetrically to both

outer lasers.
Besides the configuration described previously, it is also

possible to achieve identical synchronization between two

spatially separated semiconductor lasers by relaying their

dynamics via a passive element such as a semitransparent

mirror (Vicente, Mirasso, and Fischer, 2007). Using

numerical simulation based on a modified version of the

Lang-Kobayashi equations, it was reported that identical

synchronization can be obtained, even if the two branches

connecting the outer lasers have different lengths. In the latter

case, a time shift according to the difference between the

coupling delays in the two branches was found. Although the

synchronization remains stable, the delay mismatch signifi-

cantly affects the emerging dynamics (Hicke et al., 2011). In

turn, a coupling mismatch deteriorates the stability of the

synchronized solution, but does not affect the synchronized

dynamics much.
The identically synchronized solution is very sensitive to

the optical phases of the light in the cavities and consequently

they have to be carefully adjusted (Ruiz-Oliveras et al., 2011;

Flunkert and Schöll, 2012). This limitation can be overcome

by using scalar feedback and coupling that can be generated,

e.g., using electro-optical devices. Recent experiments con-

sidered mutually delay-coupled electro-optic oscillators for

which robust identical synchronization was obtained for both

symmetric and strongly asymmetric timing of the mutual

coupling (Peil, Larger, and Fischer, 2007). In Sec. III.E, we
discuss the stability of the identical synchronization solution.

E. Stability analysis of the identical (zero-lag) solution

Extensive numerical simulations were carried out to study
the robustness of the identical synchronized solutions of three

mutually delay-coupled lasers in terms of different laser pa-
rameters and operating conditions (Vicente et al., 2008). In

general, it is found that while the matching between outer

elements (in terms of injection currents, emission frequency,
and laser parameters) is very important, the synchronization is

very robust against mismatch with respect to the central

element. The stability of the identical synchronized solution
was proven analytically in terms of the local dynamics of each

laser (Landsman and Schwartz, 2007). Ideas from generalized

synchronization were used to explain the complete synchroni-
zation in the presence of long coupling delays. The results

reported by Landsman and Schwartz (2007) explain and pre-

dict the dependence of the synchronized solution on various
parameters, such as coupling delays, coupling strengths, etc.

To gain insight into the properties of the synchronization of

small networks or network motifs, delay-coupled Stuart-

Landau oscillators, as generic limit-cycle oscillators, were
considered (D’Huys et al., 2010). The role played by both

amplitude and phase instabilities in producing symmetry-
breaking or symmetry-restoring transitions were analyzed

using analytical and numerical methods. When two oscilla-

tors are mutually coupled with delay, in-phase and antiphase
modes are possible under weak coupling. When the ampli-

tude oscillations occur, however, only one type of oscillation

is possible. When adding feedback to the two oscillators,
either by adding extra feedback loops or by placing a relay

element between them, the zero-lag solution can be stabi-

lized, if the feedback and coupling delays coincide.
Recent theoretical studies (Flunkert et al., 2009) showed,

however, that the synchronized solution can suffer from short

intervals of desynchronization in the presence of relay ele-

ments, either passive or active. Depending on the coupling
parameters the system exhibits bubbling, i.e., noise-induced

desynchronization, or on-off intermittency. These episodes of
desynchronization dynamics, that can occur in both CC and

LFF regimes, were found to be related to the transverse

instability of some of the compound cavity antimodes
(Flunkert et al., 2009). The instability related to on-off

intermittency is illustrated via the transverse Lyapunov ex-

ponent, as depicted in Fig. 25. Bubbling even occurs in
regimes in which the maximum transverse Lyapunov expo-

nent is negative.
Recent experimental results, using two semiconductor

lasers mutually coupled via a passive relay loop, confirmed
these findings. While the system exhibited identical chaos

synchronization, it was found that the synchronized solution

could suffer short periods of synchronization losses (see
Fig. 26) associated with bubbling events, the frequency of

which increases with increasing pump current (Tiana-Alsina

et al., 2012).
The stability of the synchronized solution in delay-coupled

networks of identical units was also investigated in terms of

(a) (d)

(e)

(f)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 24 (color online). (a)–(c) Time series (in pairs) of the output

intensity of the lasers; (d)–(f) cross-correlation functions of the

corresponding time series. The time series of the central laser have

been shifted by the coupling delay to allow an easier comparison.

Adapted from Fischer et al., 2006.
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the master stability function (Flunkert et al., 2010) that will
be discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.D. Using this method,
the synchronizability of the network can, for large coupling
delays, be directly related to the spectral properties of the
network topology itself. For two bidirectionally coupled
systems it can be shown that zero-lag identical chaos syn-
chronization is not possible, when the coupling delay is large
(larger than the characteristic time scale of the system), while
for the relay topologies chaos synchronization is possible.

F. Ordering role of noise

We have seen in Sec. II.G.2 that noise can have an ordering
and potentially even constructive role in the dynamics of
nonlinear systems, in particular, in semiconductor lasers
with feedback. Another potentially constructive effect of
noise is to induce the synchronization of coupled systems
(Maritan and Banavar, 1994; Sánchez, Matı́as, and Pérez-
Muñuzuri, 1997; Toral et al., 2001; Zhou and Kurths, 2002)
by which a certain amount of common noise leads coupled
systems to collapse onto the same trajectory. This property
can be used to achieve the zero-lag synchronization solution
in a system of two uncoupled lasers with a common external

optical white Gaussian-noise signal (Wieczorek, 2009) or two
bidirectionally coupled semiconductor lasers, when the pump
currents of the two lasers are subject to a common source
(Gonzalez et al., 2011). In the latter and for small noise
levels, the lasers exhibit the standard leader-laggard synchro-
nization regime, as described in Sec. III.C. For large enough
noise intensity, however, the lasers reach a common output
without lag between them, stabilizing the identical (zero-lag)
solution.

This zero-lag synchronized state is, nevertheless, different
from the intrinsic dynamics of the lasers. In particular, the
cross correlation of the signals showed a noticeable broad-
ening of its maximum peak at zero lag, in comparison with
the peaks (at nonzero lag) that exist in the absence of noise.
The origin of this broadening can be established by analyzing
numerical simulations of the system. This allows for an
arbitrarily large temporal resolution of the dynamics and an
infinite bandwidth of the noise being added to the lasers’
pump currents. The simulations showed that it is the nonzero
correlation time of the noise that causes the differences
between the dynamics of the noise-driven and noise-free
coupled lasers. For large noise correlation time, the system-
reacts only to the fluctuations in its slow dynamics, whereas,
in the limit of very small noise correlation time, both the slow
and fast dynamics can respond (Gonzalez et al., 2011).

A second example of the ordering influence of noise in
coupled laser systems can be found when studying the re-
sponse of two mutually injected lasers to an external signal.
Early experiments showed that coupling substantially enhan-
ces the response of the lasers to an external modulation
(Buldu et al., 2002), in comparison with the response of a
single laser with feedback (Sukow and Gauthier, 2000).
A similar effect can be observed experimentally when the
input signal affecting the lasers is complex, i.e., it consists of
two harmonics of a missing fundamental. As in the case
of a single laser with feedback, discussed in Sec. II.G.2,
coupling mediates the response of the laser to the missing
fundamental. This represents another instance of ghost sto-
chastic resonance (Buldú et al., 2005). This happens even
when the two input frequencies are applied separately to the
two lasers (González, Buldú et al., 2007). Again, noise is
necessary for the phenomenon to occur and is provided by the
internal dynamics of the lasers. This observation constitutes a
basic example of how coupled systems can process complex
distributed information.

IV. NETWORK MOTIFS AND SMALL NETWORKS OF

DELAY-COUPLED SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

So far we have examined the dynamical properties, in
particular, the synchronization characteristics, of two coupled
lasers connected either directly or via a third relay element.
As seen, this situation leads to a rich variety of complex
phenomena, including coupling-induced instabilities, sym-
metry breaking, zero-lag synchronization, and bubbling.
From a different angle, recent advances in complexity science
have highlighted the importance of networks, containing a
relatively large number of coupled elements, as sources
of complex phenomena, first from the point of view of
their topology (Strogatz, 2001) and later from a dynamical

FIG. 25 (color online). Maximum transversal (dashed) and paral-

lel (solid) Lyapunov exponents as a function of the feedback

strength � for (a) a passive relay and (b) an active relay. At the

two blowout bifurcations B1 and B2 the maximum transversal

Lyapunov exponent of the chaotic attractor changes sign. From

Flunkert et al., 2009.

FIG. 26 (color online). (a) Experimental time series of synchro-

nized fast intensity dynamics in the coherence collapse regime.

A short desynchronization event is highlighted. The pump current

corresponds to 1.25, the threshold current of the solitary laser.

(b) Corresponding normalized intensity difference (synchronization

error). From Tiana-Alsina et al., 2012.
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perspective (Boccaletti et al., 2006). Networks are ubiquitous
in both natural systems (gene regulation, cell signaling,
neuronal tissue, ecosystems, social interactions) and technol-
ogy (electric grid, Internet), and their behavior can be ad-
dressed with the methods of statistical physics (Albert and
Barabási, 2002). A complementary, reductionist approach is
based on decomposing the network into modules consisting
of a small number of coupled elements in order to reach an
understanding of the system’s behavior from the bottom up.
In this section, we overview the efforts made so far toward the
comprehension of the dynamics of laser networks, including
not only module-based but also global approaches. These
studies reveal important correlates between coupling topol-
ogy and dynamical behavior and bring to light synchroniza-
tion mechanisms that are qualitatively different from the case
of two coupled lasers.

A. Laser motifs

In many situations, complex networks can be decomposed
into communities of nodes which are more closely related to
each other, either structurally or functionally, than to the rest
of the nodes in the network (Girvan and Newman, 2002).
Given their relative isolation, one can expect that studying the
dynamics of those modules should help in reaching an under-
standing of the behavior of the complete network. Figure 27
shows, as an example, the complete set of potential modules
composed of three nodes, distinguishing between unidirec-
tionally and bidirectional links. Six out of the 13 different
modules correspond to linear chains, while the other seven
are ring structures. In Sec. III.D we analyzed the behavior of
linear structures, mainly the bidirectional chain of three
coupled lasers corresponding to module 4, and observed
that in the presence of sufficient structural symmetry this
module leads in a natural way to zero-lag synchronization
(Fischer et al., 2006). We also showed that this dynamical

regime can be stabilized as well by an architecture such as the

one of module 8, in which two bidirectionally coupled oscil-
lators are driven by a common element (Zhou and Roy, 2007).

The relevance of the modularity hypothesis is reflected

in the fact that some modules are found in real networks
much more frequently than given by chance. These over-

represented modules were termed network motifs by Milo

et al. (2002) and are marked with an asterisk in Fig. 27. Note
that five out of the seven circular modules are motifs in at

least one particular type of natural network (see figure caption
for details). In particular, the unidirectional and bidirectional

ring structures (modules 10 and 13, respectively) have been

identified as motifs. In fact, the dynamics of these structures
in the case of semiconductor lasers being the nodes has been

studied in detail, both theoretically and experimentally, as

discussed in Sec. IV.B.

B. Synchronization of semiconductor laser rings

In previous sections it was shown that feedback and bidi-
rectional coupling lead, each on their own, to instabilities in

the dynamics of semiconductor lasers. Numerical simulations

of a modified LK model have shown that three lasers coupled
unidirectionally in a ring structure (module 10 in Fig. 27)

exhibit a similar coupling-induced instability (Buldú, Torrent,
and Garcia-Ojalvo, 2007). In particular, this coupling con-

figuration leads to synchronized low-frequency fluctuations

with leader-laggard dynamics. This dynamics is characterized
by power dropouts occurring in all three lasers almost simul-

taneously. The dropouts are separated by time intervals equal

to the coupling time between the corresponding laser pair.
Which laser exhibits the first dropout changes randomly.

When the coupling between neighboring lasers is bidirection-
al, zero-lag synchronization arises, provided the parameter

mismatch is not too large (Buldú, Torrent, and Garcia-Ojalvo,

2007).
In order to understand this behavior, D’Huys et al. (2011)

performed a linear stability analysis on a set of Stuart-Landau

oscillators coupled in a ring, both unidirectionally and bidir-
ectionally. This system exhibits a Hopf bifurcation (Pikovsky,

Rosemblum, and Kurths, 2001; Guo and Huang, 2007) as the

coupling strength increases, even in the case of instantaneous
coupling. This bifurcation results from an instability trans-

verse to the synchronization manifold and thus leads to out-
of-phase behavior. The delay causes an additional instability

parallel to the synchronization manifold, which leads to in-

phase oscillations. Interestingly, while in the unidirectional
case the parallel instability occurs after the transverse one,

and thus identical synchronization is not observed (D’Huys

et al., 2010); the opposite may happen in the bidirectional
case for sufficiently long time delay, therefore leading to in-

phase oscillations (which can be interpreted as zero-lag
synchronization). Consequently, coupling delays in a bidirec-

tional ring of three oscillators enhance symmetric behavior in

the dynamics, something that was also reported in simpler
network models of Kuramoto oscillators (D’Huys et al.,

2008).
The analytical study of D’Huys et al. (2011) qualitatively

agrees with the numerical observations of Buldú, Torrent, and

Garcia-Ojalvo (2007). It can therefore be expected that the

FIG. 27. Scheme of all possible modules containing three nodes.

Standard modules and those most frequently discussed in this

review are named. An asterisk denotes that the module is a motif,

namely, that it occurs more frequently than randomly in selected

real-life networks, as calculated by Milo et al. (2002): module 3

is a motif in food webs, 7, 12, and 13 in the Internet, 10 in

electronic circuits, and 11 in transcriptional, neuronal, and elec-

tronic networks.
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behavior reported above (in particular, the zero-lag identical

synchronization in bidirectional rings) should be observed

experimentally in rings of coupled semiconductor lasers.

Recent experiments by Aviad et al. (2012) confirm this

expectation. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown

in Fig. 28(a). Three Fabry-Perot semiconductor lasers, oper-

ating in the visible range, are coupled optically via a set of

beam splitters arranged to allow for mutual injection between

all pairs of lasers. The scheme of the resulting laser motif is

shown in Fig. 28(b). For the experimental conditions chosen,

the lasers operate in the LFF regime. When the three coupling

delays are equal, �a ¼ �b ¼ �c, zero-lag synchronization is

observed among the three lasers, as shown in Fig. 28(c). The

plot shows the cross-correlation functions of the three laser

pairs, which exhibit a clear maximum close to unity at zero

time lag. The correlation was computed using a time series

that did not contain power dropouts, since the synchroniza-

tion quality decreases considerably during the dropout events.

C. Sublattice synchronization

So far we have seen that modules composed of three

bidirectionally coupled lasers, in both a linear chain and a

ring, readily exhibit identical synchronization. When the

number of lasers in the module is increased to four, the

even character of the network allows for a new dynamical

regime, in which the network can be decomposed into two

identical sublattices (containing lasers that are not directly

coupled), within which the lasers are identically synchronized

at zero lag, while between elements in different sublattices

generalized synchronization might occur. Furthermore, there

is no well-defined leader or laggard sublattice; the cross

correlation between them is symmetric. This behavior,

termed sublattice synchronization, is a consequence of the

symmetry properties of the network and was observed theo-

retically in coupled chaotic maps (Kestler, Kinzel, and

Kanter, 2007), and experimentally in coupled semiconductor

(Aviad et al., 2012) and solid-state (Nixon et al., 2011)

lasers. The experimental observation in semiconductor lasers

is shown in Fig. 29. As in the case of Fig. 28, four Fabry-Perot

lasers operating in the visible wavelength regime are
coupled via mutual injection of their respective optical fields
[Fig. 29(a)], in such a way that they form a ring in which each
laser is coupled to its two immediate neighbors [Fig. 29(b)].
Here the position of the beam splitters is such that the delays
�A and �B, directly associated to lasers A and B (which are
not coupled directly), respectively, are almost identical, while
the other two delays �C and �D are different from each other
and from �A ’ �B. The resulting dynamical regime corre-
sponds to sublattice synchronization, in the sense that
lasers A and B, and lasers C and D, which are not directly
coupled to each other, are synchronized with each other. The
former are synchronized at approximately zero lag since �A ’
�B. This can be seen in Fig. 29(c) in terms of the average
cross correlation between the two laser pairs. Note that in
both cases the maximum cross correlation is very close to 1.
Again, and as in the case of Fig. 28, the LFF regime was
avoided to not get desynchronization events.

The concept of sublattice synchronization can be extended
to larger number elements in the network than described so
far and does not require a ring geometry. First experiments,
not on chaos synchronization but on phase locking, were
performed using Nd:YAG as gain medium, according to the
setup shown in the top panel of Fig. 30. The lower panels
of Fig. 30 depict experimental observations of Nixon et al.
(2011) in a system of coupled solid-state lasers. A mask with
N apertures, placed close to one of the two end mirrors of the
laser cavity, limits emission to N independent laser beams
within the crystal. These beams are then coupled via an
external cavity through four coupling mirrors R1�4, whose
relative angular orientations allow the design of multiple
coupling configurations. The phase locking between the la-
sers can be measured by means of the far-field intensity
emitted by the array: in the absence of phase locking the

FIG. 28 (color online). Experimental observation of zero-lag syn-

chronization in a bidirectional ring of three lasers. (a) Experimental

setup, (b) scheme of the resulting laser motif, and (c) average cross-

correlation function of the three laser pairs. From Aviad et al.,

2012.

FIG. 29 (color online). Experimental observation of sub-

lattice synchronization in a bidirectional ring of four lasers.

(a) Experimental setup, (b) scheme of the resulting laser motif,

and (c) average cross-correlation function of the two laser pairs.

From Aviad et al., 2012.
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far-field emission is simply a sum of the intensity of all lasers

in the array; in the presence of phase locking interference

appears and a fringe pattern is observed (Fabiny et al., 1993;

Ronen et al., 2008).
This experimental setup allows for a highly flexible design

of the coupling configuration. Figure 30(a) shows the behav-

ior of a chain of seven bidirectionally delay-coupled lasers.

Similar to the case of the three lasers discussed above, the

outer lasers 1 and 7 are phase locked as revealed by the

fringe interference pattern shown at the left of the plot. In

contrast, the two neighboring lasers such as 4 and 5 do not

show phase locking between each other, with the far-field

pattern being unstructured (plot at the right of the panel).

This has been considered as another example of sublattice

synchronization (Nixon et al., 2011), this time in a linear

bidirectional chain, resulting from the symmetry of the

coupling topology. This type of dynamics was previously

conjectured, on the basis of simulations of the LK model, by

Yanchuk, Stefanski et al. (2006). In the case of a ring, the

symmetry considerations are different depending on the

number of lasers. When the ring is formed by six lasers

(bottom left panel in Fig. 30), the network can be decom-

posed into two effectively identical sublattices (formed by

lasers 1-3-5 and 2-4-6, respectively) which identically syn-

chronize within a sublattice, but not across sublattices, as

revealed by the cross sections of the far-field intensity pat-

terns of non-neighboring lasers 3 and 5 (panel b2), and

neighboring lasers 1 and 2 (panel b1), respectively. Thus,

sublattice synchronization in a ring arises for an even number

of lasers. This behavior has also been reported in generic

models of delay-coupled limit-cycle oscillators, in the form

of rotating waves that persist for a large number of nodes in

the ring (Dodla, Sen, and Johnston, 2004; Perlikowski et al.,

2010). These rotating waves have also been observed experi-
mentally in rings of coupled biological oscillators by

Takamatsu et al. (2001). Returning to the experimental
situation of Fig. 30, when the number of lasers in the ring

is odd (bottom right panel of the figure), phase locking arises

between all lasers. This is illustrated by the fringe patterns,
appearing in the far field for all laser pairs (examples are

shown for non-neighboring and neighboring lasers in plots c1
and c2 of that panel).

So far we have not considered the existence of self-

feedback in the laser modules discussed in this section. The
bifurcation behavior of rings of bidirectionally delay-coupled

oscillators with feedback has been studied extensively from

an analytical perspective by Yuan and Campbell (2004) and
Bungay and Campbell (2007). Sublattice synchronization, on

the basis of simulations of networks of chaotic maps, was
found to exist in rings of four oscillators subject to feedback

(Kestler et al., 2008). An experimental study by González,
Masoller et al. (2007) revealed a route to synchronization via

clustering in an array of three semiconductor lasers with

feedback and all-to-all coupling, with nonhomogeneous cou-
pling, feedback strengths, and delay times.

D. Toward large laser networks

The dynamical behaviors observed in the small laser mod-

ules can, in some cases, serve as building blocks that help in

the understanding of the phenomena existing in larger net-
works. Sublattice synchronization, for instance, has been

reported in triangular networks of locally and bidirectionally
coupled chaotic maps, which can be decomposed into three

identical sublattices (Kestler et al., 2008). Even when the

connectivity topology throughout the network is heteroge-
neous (in terms of the node of the links and the coupling

directionality), Kestler et al. (2008) reported that such
clustering dynamics can be propagated through arbitrarily

large lattices, in the form of what they called chaotic spread-

ing motifs.
Applying the concept of sublattice synchronization, arbi-

trarily large networks can be decomposed into subsets of

elements that receive the same input. This allows an approach
toward synchronization of coupled networks of generic cha-

otic elements with multiple loops, in what constitutes an
example of a nonlocal mechanism of synchronization

(Kanter, Kopelowitz et al., 2011). The number of clusters

is determined by the greatest common divisor (GCD) of the
lengths of different directed loops in the corresponding

graphs and can be much larger than 2 (Kanter, Zigzag
et al., 2011). If the GCD is 1, identical synchronization of

the whole network is possible. The minimum number of
nodes that can illustrate this concept is 3 for heterogeneous

delays and 4 in the case of homogeneous delays (Kanter,

Zigzag et al., 2011). The GCD concept was first introduced
for neuronal networks, as described in detail in Sec. V.E, and

up to now has mostly been studied numerically. It is impor-
tant to note that the GCD concept introduces a necessary, not

a sufficient, condition for synchronization. Subsequently,

analytical studies of networks of Bernoulli maps have been
performed, restricted to non-negative coupling matrices with

FIG. 30 (color online). Experimental observation of sublattice

phase locking in different networks of delay-coupled solid-state

lasers. Top panel: experimental setup. Bottom panel: (a) Linear

chain of seven lasers (center), showing the far-field intensity profiles

of lasers 1 and 7 (left) and 4 and 5 (right); (b) ring of six lasers; and

(c) ring of seven lasers. Panels b1, b2, c1, and c2 show the cross

section of the far-field intensity profiles of laser pairs (given in the

plots). In all the network schemes, lasers with the same level of blue

are phase locked with each other. From Nixon et al., 2011.
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constant row sum and dynamics in the weak chaos regime
(Englert et al., 2011). In this case a more rigorous condition
for identical chaos synchronization has been derived which
was later proven to hold also for continuous dynamical
systems in the limit of long delays (Heiligenthal et al.,
2011). It relates the synchronizability of the network to the
gap between the first two eigenvalues of the coupling matrix.
Comparing this condition with numerical simulations of net-
works of semiconductor lasers, following a LK-equations-
based approach, a reasonably good agreement was found
(Englert et al., 2011). While experimental demonstrations
of the GCD concept for chaos synchronization of semicon-
ductor lasers are lacking, recent experimental work (Nixon
et al., 2012) verified it for phase locking of up to 16 solid-
state lasers using the configuration as depicted in Fig. 30.

Arrays of semiconductor lasers globally coupled with
delay via an external mirror were seen to exhibit chaos
synchronization for large enough feedback strength (Garcia-
Ojalvo et al., 1999). A theoretical analysis of this system
showed that the time delay induces in-phase synchronization
of all the lasers for different types of local dynamics, includ-
ing steady, periodic, and chaotic dynamics (Kozyreff,
Vladimirov, and Mandel, 2000). In the case of an odd number
of lasers, local extinction of the dynamics of one of the lasers
is observed (Kozyreff, Vladimirov, and Mandel, 2001).

A recent approach toward the synchronization of a large
number of semiconductor lasers involved the use of a star-
coupling configuration, in which M� 1 lasers are coupled
bidirectionally to a central (hub) laser. Numerical simulations
of this network, using a generalized LK model, revealed that
the lasers undergo destabilization of the steady dynamics due
to the coupling, and that this dynamics can be synchronized
among all the outer lasers provided the number of coupled
lasers is sufficiently large (Zamora-Munt et al., 2010), and
the power of the hub can be scaled. This type of crowd
synchrony was previously reported in civil engineering
(Strogatz et al., 2005) and nonlinear chemistry (Taylor,
et al., 2009). The plots in Fig. 31 show the coherent intensity
hIi of the laser array, normalized to the number of lasersM, as
M increases. The coherent intensity is defined as the intensity
of the total electric field of all lasers and is equal to zero in the
unsynchronized case. The figure shows a transition from
unsynchronized to identically synchronized behavior as the
number of lasers in the network increases, for different values

of the pump current of the outer lasers, and for various
coupling strengths. Two types of transitions occur depending
on the value of the pump current of the outer lasers:
when these lasers are pumped above their solitary threshold
[Fig. 31(a)], the synchronization transition is gradual. In
contrast, when the outer lasers are pumped below their
solitary threshold, the transition is sharp. Similar zero-lag
synchronization between the outer elements in a star configu-
ration was reported in coupled fiber lasers, on the basis of
numerical simulations, by Lindley and Schwartz (2011). A
recent extension to multilayer laser networks was also intro-
duced (Cohen, Rosenbluh, and Kanter, 2012).

Synchronization can also organize networks so that differ-
ent dynamical behaviors coexist. This is the case of group
synchronization, in which the network nodes are distributed
in groups, with synchronous dynamics emerging within each
group, while the different groups exhibit different dynamics
(Sorrentino and Ott, 2007; Dahms, Lehnert, and Schöll,
2012). In that sense, group synchronization is more general
than cluster or sublattice synchronization and can emerge
under very general network topologies.

A different concept for the realization of complex laser
networks was proposed by Amann et al. (2008), based on
two-mode Fabry-Perot lasers (Osborne et al., 2007). By
spatially varying the refractive index of a Fabry-Perot laser
diode, Osborne et al. (2007) could tailor the spectrum of the
laser diode to realize two-color lasers with predetermined
lasing modes. Using a simple physical all-to-all coupling of
many of such lasers with precisely tuned mode spacing, it
would then in principle be possible to realize arbitrarily
complex coupling topologies. In this case, the network nodes
would correspond to lasing frequencies. A laser that operates
on two frequencies then corresponds to a link between these
nodes. The realizability and possible applications of such
networks are under investigation.

E. Stability of laser network synchronization

So far we have seen that synchronized states can arise in
laser networks even in the presence of, or even thanks to, the
existence of delay in the coupling. In order to establish the
limiting values of the delay for which the identically syn-
chronized state exists, it is necessary to perform a stability
analysis of that state. A technique that has been commonly
used in that respect is the so-called master stability function.
The method was initially introduced by Pecora and Carroll
(1998) in networks of identical elements with instantaneous
coupling, and in recent years has been successfully extended
to delay-coupled systems (Dhamala, Jirsa, and Ding, 2004;
Choe et al., 2010).

Consider a network of N identical elements described by
the state vector xiðtÞ, with i ¼ 1; . . . ; N:

_xiðtÞ ¼ f½xiðtÞ� þ
XN

j¼1

Aijg½xjðt� �Þ�: (6)

The function f represents the intrinsic dynamics of the nodes,
and g is the coupling function. Note that the delay time is
assumed equal for all connections. The coupling matrix A
defines the connectivity of the network, with Aij representing

FIG. 31 (color online). Crowd synchronization in a star-coupled

laser network. The normalized pump current of the hub laser is fixed

to 0.4 in all three plots (1 corresponding to the threshold current in

the solitary case), while that of the outer lasers decreases from left

to right: (a) 1.02, (b) 0.99, and (c) 0.7. Three values of the coupling

strength (assumed equal for all links) are considered: 10 ns�1 is

represented in light gray, 20 ns�1 in dark gray, and 30 ns�1 in black.

From Zamora-Munt et al., 2010.
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the connection strength from node j to node i. An invariant
identical synchronization manifold exists if the row sum of
the coupling matrix j ¼

P
N
i¼1 Aij is independent of the row

(the value of  can then be interpreted as the coupling
strength). The stability of a trajectory xðtÞ along the synchro-
nization manifold can be quantified by means of the varia-
tional equation

_�ðtÞ ¼ Df½xðtÞ��ðtÞ þ �Dg½xðt� �Þ��ðt� �Þ; (7)

where �ðtÞ represents a perturbation away from xðtÞ. The
factor � is a complex parameter that will take the values of
the eigenvectors of the coupling matrix A. The master stabil-
ity function is then defined as the maximum Lyapunov ex-
ponent of the variational equation (7) as a function of � and is
usually denoted as �maxð�Þ. The synchronized state is stable
provided the master stability function is negative for all
transverse eigenvalues of the coupling matrix (i.e., all eigen-
values excluding the one associated with perturbations within
the synchronization manifold ). Using this method, Kinzel
et al. (2009) conjectured that the synchronized state becomes
necessarily unstable for sufficiently large delay. The delay
term in the variational equation (7) is not able to compensate
for the destabilizing effect of the instantaneous term. Their
work was supported by calculations on several specific cha-
otic maps and flows, but holding for any network with zero
row sum, i.e., networks where the synchronized dynamics
corresponds to the dynamics of an uncoupled unit. This
conjecture was later confirmed and generalized by Flunkert
et al. (2010), who showed that in the limit of large coupling
delays the master stability function has two simple character-
istics: it is symmetric with respect to � around the origin of
the complex plane, and it increases monotonically with the
radius in that plane, becoming positive beyond a critical
radius r0. This allows one to establish the general conditions
for which identical synchronization is stable, on the basis of
the properties of the coupling matrix and the dynamics
around the synchronization manifold [as given by the varia-
tional equation (7)]. In particular, when the dynamics in the
synchronization manifold is chaotic (which happens, pro-
vided r0 is smaller than jj), the synchronized state is stable
only if the largest eigenvalue of the coupling matrix is also
smaller than jj (and smaller than r0, so that the master
stability function is negative for all eigenvalues of the cou-
pling matrix). Figure 32 shows the contour line of the master
stability function �max ¼ 0, computed numerically for a
modified LK model of delay-coupled semiconductor lasers
with increasing delays. The parameters of the model are such
that the period of the relaxation oscillations is TRO � 28 in
dimensionless units. The figure shows that for a coupling
delay of order TRO (� ¼ 20, dot-dashed line) the contour line
�max ¼ 0 starts to become approximately circular, with the
(chaotic) synchronized state being stable provided all eigen-
values of the coupling matrix fall within that circle. This
provides a straightforward criterion to identify the stability of
a laser network with a given coupling architecture, provided
the network is homogeneous. The case of heterogeneous
networks was recently analyzed by Nixon et al. (2012). In
the case of a bipartite underlying graph, a master stability
function reduction can be obtained for group synchronization
(Sorrentino and Ott, 2007). In that way the stability problem

can be reduced to a low-dimensional form, independent of the
choice of the (different) dynamical functions at the network
nodes.

F. Beyond stability

The master stability function approach described in
Sec. IV.E shows that the stability of the identically synchro-
nized state in a laser network is completely determined by the
eigenvalues of the coupling matrix. But even among networks
with equal stability of the identically synchronous states, other
properties of that regime can vary depending on the architec-
ture of the network. Nishikawa and Motter (2010) showed that
the coupling cost and the dynamical robustness depend in a
nonmonotonic manner on the number of links of the network.
An experimental investigation of this aspect was performed by
Ravoori et al. (2011) and is shown in Fig. 33. They imple-
mented a configurable network of four coupled optoelectronic
oscillators. Each of these oscillators consisted of a semicon-
ductor laser whose emitted light feeds a nonlinear loop formed
by a Mach-Zehnder electro-optic intensity modulator and a
digital signal processing board. The setup allowed them to
test, in a systematic manner, the effect of the network topology
on the different synchronization properties of the system. The
top panel of Fig. 33 shows a collection of networks for which
one connection is removed at a time, going from m ¼ 12 to
m ¼ 3 links. The identically synchronized regime is stable for
all these networks, provided the coupling strength lies in the
correct synchronization range. However, the rate of conver-
gence to the synchronous state (which is defined as the
dynamical robustness of the network) changes noticeably as
the number of links varies (bottom panel), with certain specific
networks being optimal (denoted as such in the top panel), in
the sense that all transverse eigenvalues of the coupling matrix
are equal. For those networks the synchronization range and
dynamical robustness are maximal, and the coupling cost is
minimal (Nishikawa and Motter, 2010).

So far the network behavior seems to depend only on the
eigenvalue spectrum of the coupling matrix. But even within

FIG. 32 (color online). Contour line of the master stability

function, corresponding to a modified LK model of delay-

coupled semiconductor lasers for increasing delay times: � ¼ 1

(solid line), � ¼ 8 (dashed line), � ¼ 20 (dot-dashed line), and

� ¼ 1000 (dotted line). The light gray circle denotes the line j�j 	
r ¼ , which separates regions of different dynamics in the syn-

chronization manifold: chaotic when the critical radius r0 is inside

the circle, and periodic or stationary otherwise. From Flunkert

et al., 2010.
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networks with identical eigenvalue spectra, substantial differ-
ences between their dynamical convergence to synchroniza-
tion exist. In particular, Ravoori et al. (2011) distinguished
two types of networks, which they call sensitive and non-
sensitive, depending on the degeneracy of the eigenvectors of
the coupling matrix. Networks whose coupling matrix has
degenerate eigenvectors are sensitive, in the sense that they
are more susceptible to the noise and mismatches that typi-
cally exist in real-life situations (in contrast to the ideal
conditions of numerical simulations). Experimental realiza-
tions of both sensitive and nonsensitive networks were im-
plemented by Ravoori et al. (2011) in the optoelectronic
oscillator system. A comparison of the convergence to iden-
tical synchronization for the two network types is shown in
Fig. 34. The networks are classified according to their
geometric degeneracy gd, defined as the largest number of
different eigenvalues of the coupling matrix associated with
the same eigenvector. The top panel of Fig. 34 shows four
different networks with the same stability behavior (in fact
they are all optimal, as given by their eigenvalue spectra) but
different eigenvector degeneracy, measured by gd. The bot-
tom plot shows a comparison of the two networks with
smallest and largest degeneracies. The plot shows that the
nonsensitive networks have a much faster convergence to
identical synchronization (given by a synchronization error
that has reached the floor value, corresponding to experimen-
tal mismatches). Additionally, these networks exhibit the
smallest degree of dynamical heterogeneity, since the time
evolution of the synchronization error is very similar in all
realizations of the dynamics. The situation contrasts strongly
with the case of sensitive networks, which have a much

slower and variable convergence to the identically synchro-

nous state.

G. Generalized synchronization and synchronization

without correlation

In this section, we go beyond the identical synchronization

properties and address some aspects of generalized synchro-

nization. As mentioned in Sec. III.A, the proof of generalized

synchronization usually requires the auxiliary system ap-

proach. Nevertheless, correlation measurements are often

being employed. Cross-correlation and mutual information

quantifiers are standard methods to unveil connectivity infor-

mation in complex networks. This information is crucial in

many fields such as neuroscience, climate modeling, and

ecological modeling, among others. The fundamental ques-

tion of whether these two quantifiers are sufficient to detect

the existence of generalized synchronization or not is still

open. To tackle this problem, Van der Sande et al. (2008)

studied a ring of N unidirectionally delay-coupled lasers (see

Fig. 35), as a paradigmatic example. Their study was based

on numerical simulations of a modified version of the LK

equations. The lasers, considered identical, were coupled via

their emitted electromagnetic (EM) field. The total delay time

�c was kept fixed independent of N, such that the coupling

time between two consecutive lasers was, for a given N,

�c;N ¼ �c=N. Although the total delay was distributed among

the N elements, the same results hold for the case that all but

one laser are coupled without delay and a single coupling

delay �c between the first and last element.
From the time traces of the optical intensity of the lasers,

no qualitative changes of the unstable dynamics is observed,

when the number of lasers N is increased. However, the

power spectra and normalized intensity autocorrelation func-

tions (AC) change significantly. In particular, the typical

FIG. 33. Average convergence time (here denoted by �	, bottom

panel) as a function of the number of links in a four-node network of

optoelectronic oscillators. The top panel shows the different mod-

ules labeled with m, which denotes the number of links in each case.

From Ravoori et al., 2011.

FIG. 34 (color online). Time evolution of the synchronization

error [here denoted by �ðtÞ, bottom panel] for two networks of

four elements with different geometric degeneracy gd. Dark gray

lines correspond to nonsensitive networks with nondegenerate

eigenvectors (gd ¼ 1), and light gray lines correspond to sensitive

networks with gd ¼ 3. The topologies of those two network motifs

and of two other sensitive configurations are given in the top panel.

From Ravoori et al., 2011.
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peaks in the AC at the delay time, and its harmonics, start to
disappear as N increases (Van der Sande et al., 2008)
yielding a flat AC, except for the narrow peak located at
t ¼ 0. Interestingly, it was found that the peak that appears at
t ¼ N�c in the AC of a single laser subject to delayed feed-
back appears at t ¼ �c in the AC of any element in the ring of
N delay-coupled lasers. This means that the entire AC and
power spectrum of a unidirectional ring of N identical lasers
can be deduced solely from the AC of the single laser with
delayed optical feedback. Since the heights of the peaks at
t ¼ N�c in the AC of a single laser with delayed feedback
exponentially decay as N increases, the AC peak at t ¼ �c in
a ring of unidirectionally coupled lasers eventually disappears
for large enough N. In the same manner, any signature of the
delay time disappears from the power spectrum. Additionally,
the cross-correlation function between elements N=2 and 0
also decays (exponentially) as the number of lasers increases,
as illustrated by the squares in Fig. 36. The same occurs for
the mutual information in generic motifs of delay-coupled
elements (Soriano et al., 2012).

The negligible correlation (and mutual information)
observed between the most distant elements in the ring
raises the question of whether these elements are still gen-
erally synchronized or not. To answer this, the auxiliary
system approach (described in Sec. III.A) can be imple-
mented (Abarbanel, Rulkov, and Sushchik, 1996). To this
end, a chain, identical to the one that mediates between
element 0 to N=2, is attached to element 0 (see Fig. 35).
When comparing the time traces of elements N=2 and N0=2
they turn out to be identical, i.e., identical synchronization is
established between the two semiconductor lasers. Figure 36
shows the maximum of the cross-correlation function be-
tween lasers N=2 and 0 and N=2 and N0=2. It is worth
highlighting that the identical synchronization between N=2
and N0=2, reached through an uncorrelated mediating signal,
necessarily implies that the coupling signal is generally
synchronized to the original one.

The existence of a generally synchronized state with neg-
ligible correlation (or mutual information) measures has been
recently extended to more general configurations in the
framework of simple network motifs (Soriano et al., 2012).

In conclusion, we have seen in this section that laser net-
works provide a rich test bed for complex dynamics. Zero-lag
and sublattice synchronization have been observed in laser
systems, and the conditions for the existence of such regimes
have been studied. In the case of small networks (or motifs),
the coupling symmetries strongly influence the collective

behavior of the system. In the case of larger networks, the
influence of the coupling architecture enters the system via
both the spectrum of eigenvalues of the coupling matrix and
the degeneracy of its eigenvectors. The former determines in
a unique manner the stability of the synchronized state
through the master stability approach. The latter determines
the sensitivity of the network to external imperfections, and
the convergence to the synchronized state, even when the
stability properties of the networks are identical to each other.
We also described a scenario for the emergence of general-
ized synchronization in the absence of correlation between
the network elements.

V. APPLICATIONS OF DELAY-COUPLED LASERS

In recent years, laser instabilities are in many cases
considered less as a nuisance that have to be suppressed or
controlled but instead are seen as a valuable resource that can
be exploited. In semiconductor lasers, these instabilities often
arise as a result of external perturbations (Krauskopf and
Lenstra, 2000). As introduced in Sec. II, delayed self-
feedback gives rise to a rich scenario of instabilities and
complex dynamical behavior. Such behavior has been em-
ployed in novel and unexpected photonic applications. In
particular, photonic integrated sources promise significant
contributions to the practical use of complex dynamics
(Yousefi et al., 2007; Argyris et al., 2008).

A single laser with feedback can be employed as a versatile
broadband source in a wide variety of photonic applications
[see, e.g., Ohtsubo (2008) and In, Longhini, and Palacios
(2009)]. In this section, we first cover the utilization of a laser
with delayed feedback as a key element in the generation of
laser light with tunable coherence length (Peil, Fischer, and
Elsäßer, 2006), chaotic LIDAR applications (Lin and Liu,
2004), and the generation of random bits at GHz speed
(Uchida et al., 2008).

Several of these applications rely on the generation of
chaotic broadband spectra due to the presence of a relatively
strong delayed self-feedback. Laser chaos exhibits several
noiselike features, such as broadband spectra and a rather
unpredictable output. However, chaos has a deterministic
origin and, as such, it is fundamentally different to stochastic
dynamics. Importantly, this deterministic nature of laser
chaos allows for the synchronization of two or more delay-
coupled semiconductor lasers (Mirasso, Colet, and Garcia-
Fernandez, 1996).

FIG. 35 (color online). A ring configuration of N unidirectionally

delay-coupled lasers which can optionally be coupled to a chain of

lasers. From Van der Sande et al., 2008.

FIG. 36. Maximum value of the cross correlation (CCmax) be-

tween the semiconductor laser N=2 and 0 (squares) and between

N=2 and N0=2 (circles) vs the number of lasers N. The solid line is

an exponential fit. From Van der Sande et al., 2008.
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The synchronization of delay-coupled semiconductor la-

sers has paved the way for the implementation of successful
photonic applications (Donati and Mirasso, 2002). A promi-

nent example is the laser-based chaos communication field

[see, e.g., Argyris et al. (2005)]. The main goal of this
research field is to provide an extra level of security at the

physical layer to the communication protocol.
Additionally, it is worth emphasizing a novel aspect of

laser-based chaos communications, namely, public key

exchange. Most cryptographic methods rely on the exchange

of a private key prior to communication. Therefore, methods to
generate a secret key over a public channel are desired.

Recently, the synchronization of mutually coupled lasers was

suggested as a way to generate a private key in the two agents
of a communication link in the framework of public channel

cryptography (Klein, Gross, Kopelowitz et al., 2006; Kinzel

and Kanter, 2008; Vicente, Mirasso, and Fischer, 2007).
Finally, we highlight the intriguing similarities between

delay-coupled lasers and neuronal systems with respect to the

emergence of collective dynamics and synchronization phe-

nomena (Fischer et al., 2006). These similarities have also
initiated the development of bioinspired photonic information

processing applications (Appeltant et al., 2011; Larger et al.,
2012). Thus, fruitful cross fertilization between photonics and

neuroscience is possible and first success is already visible.

A. Laser source with tunable coherence length

The generation of highly coherent light is mandatory for

several applications such as coherent optical fiber communi-

cations (Yamamoto and Kimura, 1981) and optical metrology
(Kowarschik, Tschudi, and Wang, 2001). Semiconductor la-

sers are ubiquitous in these applications, due to their attrac-

tive properties including small dimensions and high wall-plug
efficiency. In some applications, however, incoherent light is

required to avoid interference effects of coherent light.

Examples of such applications are rainbow refractometry
(Peil et al., 2006), fiber-optic gyroscopes (Donati, 2004),

and coherence tomography (Huang et al., 1991).
As described in Sec. II.D.1, semiconductor lasers subject to

delayed optical feedback exhibit interesting properties. For

instance, their stability properties allow for two kinds of

opposite behavior, depending on the feedback strength
(Tkach and Chraplyvy, 1986). Lasers operate in a stable single

mode in the limit of very weak or strong feedback. In contrast,

the lasers typically emit in several longitudinal and/or
external-cavity modes for intermediate feedback strengths.

Consequently, the optical linewidth of the laser very much

depends on the operating conditions. In the CC regime, the
optical linewidth can be broadened beyond 10 GHz. An

example of the different optical spectra that can be obtained

in a setup comprising a semiconductor laser subject to delayed
optical feedback is given in Fig. 37. The linewidth of the

solitary laser is in the MHz range, while the linewidth in the

case of intermediate feedback lies in the multi-GHz range.
The coherence length of the laser quantifies the optical

path difference over which self-interference fringes can be

obtained. It was shown that the nonlinear dynamical proper-
ties of semiconductor lasers subject to delayed feedback

allow for controlled adjustment of the coherence length in a

wide tuning range (Peil, Fischer, and Elsäßer, 2006).
Importantly, the coherence length can be tuned by changing
a single feedback parameter, e.g., the feedback phase or the
feedback strength. In particular, a smooth change in the
feedback phase allows for a complete span of the coherence
length in a short-cavity configuration, thus operating in the
SDR (Peil, Fischer, and Elsäßer, 2006). At the same time low
intensity noise in the low-frequency region can be achieved
with this setup. In a setup operating in the LDR, the feedback
strength is the tuning parameter (Wang et al., 2009).

The visibility obtained from a Michelson interferometer is
often used to quantitatively characterize the coherence prop-
erties of the laser subject to delayed feedback. The coherence
length of the laser is defined as the distance at which the
visibility function has decayed to 1=e of its maximum value.
The tunability of the coherence length previously reported is
in the range of �130 	m to �8 m in the short-cavity setup,
when the feedback phase is varied via piezoelectric elements
(Peil, Fischer, and Elsäßer, 2006), and in the range�100 	m
to several meters (out of measurement range) in the long-
cavity setup when the feedback strength is varied via a half-
wave plate (Wang et al., 2009). The dramatic decrease of the
coherence length for increasing feedback strength is depicted
in Fig. 38, in which the different temporal dynamics associ-
ated with selected feedback strengths are shown in the insets.
An increase in the complexity of the temporal waveform is
linked to a decrease in the coherence length of the laser.

A semiconductor laser with tunable coherence length is a
versatile tool that can be helpful in a large variety of applica-
tions. A first proof of principle was introduced in a rainbow
refractometry experiment (Peil et al., 2006). In this realization,
the size of a droplet was determined by analysis of the primary
rainbow scattering. For coherent illumination, unwanted inter-
ference ripples were detected, while for incoherent illumination
a smooth distribution was obtained. Thus, the accuracy of the
measurement is significantly improved by the use of incoherent
laser light, highlighting the potential of this simple setup.

B. Chaotic LIDAR and remote sensing applications

Light detection and ranging is an optical remote sensing
technique that allows one to measure the distance to a target
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FIG. 37 (color online). Measured optical spectra of a semicon-

ductor laser (light gray) without feedback and (black) with inter-

mediate feedback strength. Details of the experimental setup can be

found in Soriano, Zunino et al. (2011).
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by detecting the back reflections from it. It was demonstrated
that nonlinear dynamical properties of semiconductor lasers

can be exploited for remote sensing applications. A LIDAR

system that uses a chaotic laser as a source was proposed and

studied by Lin and Liu (2004).
Laser LIDAR systems are mostly based on two types of

approaches to properly measure the distance to a target. They

use either pulsed lasers or modulated continuous-wave lasers.

In the pulse technique, the distance is measured directly from
the delayed back reflections of the pulses yielding a typical

resolution on the order of meters (Pearson et al., 2002). The

resolution of the continuous-wave LIDARs is determined by

the bandwidth of the modulated source. The resolution of a
randomly modulated cw LIDAR is of the order of tens of

meters (Takeuchi et al., 1983).
A LIDAR system that utilizes the output of a chaotic laser

as a source has a higher resolution than its standard counter-
parts. With the bandwidth of a chaotic laser easily being

broader than 15 GHz, centimeter resolution can be achieved.

Such large bandwidths can be obtained when a semiconduc-

tor laser is subject to external perturbations such as optical
injection (Wieczorek, Krauskopf, and Lenstra, 1999), optical

feedback (Lenstra, Verbeek, and den Boef, 1985), or opto-

electronic feedback (Tang and Liu, 2001b). Numerical and

experimental studies suggest that chaotic LIDAR needs to be
operated in a regime of a flat and smooth spectrum in order to

show good performance (Lin and Liu, 2004). A similar

chaotic broadband source was also suggested to improve

the resolution of optical time domain reflectometry systems
(Wang, Wang, and Wang, 2008).

The working principle of chaotic LIDAR is sketched

in Fig. 39, in which a distant target is illuminated by the

output emission of a laser operating in the chaotic regime.
The relative distance to the object can be measured by

calculating the cross correlation between the light emitted

by the laser and the light reflected from the target. An

example of target detection is shown in Fig. 40 for an
experiment in which an object was displaced from its original

position by about 50 cm. The displacement is properly

captured by the measurement system providing a resolution
of 3 cm which is limited by the detection apparatus.

One limitation of resolution is determined by channel
noise. Therefore, the influence of channel noise on the detec-
tion performance of chaotic LIDARs was investigated by Wu,
Liao, and Lin (2010). Channel noise in a real environment is a
combination of atmosphere disturbances, which can be mod-
eled as additive white Gaussian noise and random phase noise
sources on the amplitude and phase of the signal waveforms.
The influence of undesired noise can be minimized by further
exploiting the chaotic properties of the emitted light. A
system with two synchronized chaotic LIDARs was proposed
in which one of the lasers acts as a transmitter and the other
one as a receiver. The noise-contaminated reflected chaotic
signal can be coupled into the receiver laser, achieving
synchronization of the chaotic light. The receiver laser then
reproduces the original chaotic waveform from the trans-
mitter laser, filtering to a large extent the channel noise, an
effect called chaos-pass filtering (Fischer, Liu, and Davis,
2000). Employing an open-loop configuration, generalized
synchronization is established. For an optimized coupling
strength, that depends on the noise level, optimal perform-
ance was obtained (Wu, Liao, and Lin, 2010).

Delayed optical feedback to semiconductor lasers has also
been successfully applied in a variety of remote sensing

FIG. 38. Coherence of a semiconductor laser with delayed optical

feedback as a function of the feedback strength. From Wang et al.,

2009.

FIG. 39. Schematic setup of the LIDAR system with a chaotic

semicondutor laser (CSL) as a source. D1 and D2 denote the

photodetectors.

FIG. 40. Cross-correlation traces of a target moving 50.0 cm in the

line of sight. From Lin and Liu, 2004.
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applications, exploiting the self-mixing effect (Giuliani
et al., 2002). In the self-mixing effect, illustrated in Fig. 41,
the reflection from the remote target is fed back into the laser,
modulating its output power. Thus, the system operates as an
interferometer, capable of measuring displacements without
ambiguity (Donati, Giuliani, and Merlo, 1995), velocities
(Shinohara et al., 1986; Albert et al., 2004), or vibrations
(Scalise et al., 2004). It was shown that the self-mixing
technique is a powerful tool, based on a simple setup.

A nonlinear feedback loop incorporating a wave chaotic
system was recently employed for a position sensing system
(Cohen et al., 2011). In a wave chaotic cavity, EM waves fill
the entire cavity through many multipath reflections. The
combination of nonlinear delayed-feedback systems and
wave chaotic cavities gives rise to high sensitivity and sub-
wavelength accuracy, overcoming even the diffraction limit.
So far the effect was demonstrated with radio-frequency
waves, with a clear potential to be extended into the photonics
domain.

C. Random bit sequence generation

The generation of random bit sequences is required in
several key digital technologies, including authentication
and encryption protocols, on-line gaming, lotteries, optical
communications, and Monte Carlo simulations (Ferguson,
Schneier, and Kohno, 2010; Uchida and Atsushi, 2012).
Random bit generators (RBGs) are either built upon physical
entropy sources or use a deterministic algorithm based on a
random seed, the so-called pseudorandom bit generators.
Various physical processes, such as electronic noise or pho-
tonic noise (Holman, Connelly, and Dowlatabadi, 1997;
Williams et al., 2010), were suggested as a source to generate
random bits. In addition, quantum RBGs promise truly ran-
dom bit sequences (Gabriel et al., 2010). However, the bit
rate provided by quantum physical sources does not meet the
requirements of modern data rates yet. In turn, pseudorandom

bit generators have a high bit rate, but are vulnerable if the

original seed can be guessed. A number of photonic imple-

mentations based on chaotic semiconductor lasers were re-

cently proposed to overcome these limitations. Uchida et al.

(2008) were the first to announce 1.7 gigabits per second

(Gb=s) RBG based on two chaotic semiconductor lasers,

whereas Reidler et al. (2009) were the first to announce

12:5 Gb=s RBG based on a single chaotic laser.
As illustrated in Fig. 42, the idea behind the laser-based

implementations is to digitize a chaotic analog signal

(Murphy and Roy, 2008; Uchida et al., 2008; Reidler

et al., 2009), taking advantage of the inherent noise in

combination with chaos-induced decorrelation of the trajec-

tory as the basis for the generation of independent bits

(Mikami et al., 2012). Semiconductor lasers subject to

delayed optical feedback can produce strongly diverging

chaotic trajectories, thus making high bit rates possible

(Argyris, Deligiannidis et al., 2010; Hirano et al., 2010;

Kanter, Aviad et al., 2010; Oliver et al., 2011). The chaotic

signals typically consist of irregular picosecond pulses

(Fischer, van Tartwijk et al., 1996).
Digitization procedures are necessary to achieve a

sequence of random bits from an analog dynamical system.

These procedures include a variety of postprocessing meth-

ods, which are ideally kept to a minimum, not only to harness

most of the original information, but also to avoid a slow-

down of the process when implemented in real time. The

pioneering work of Uchida et al. (2008) reported real-time

generation of random bits at a rate up to 1:7 Gb=s. This was
achieved by sampling the fluctuating optical output of two

chaotic laser systems with one-bit analog-to-digital convert-

ers (ADC). The generation rate was at that time an order of

magnitude faster than for previously reported RBGs. In the

work of Uchida et al. (2008) the only required digital

postprocessing was the combination of the binary signals

by a logical exclusive-OR (XOR) operation.
Subsequent works tackled the ongoing challenge of

increasing the bandwidth of laser-based RBGs and the devel-

opment of advanced postprocessing techniques to maximize

the bit generation capacity. A number of studies focused on

the enhancement of the original bandwidth of the chaotic

signal by using optically coupled semiconductor lasers

(Hirano et al., 2010). Several studies concentrated on the

optimization of the digital postprocessing techniques (Reidler

et al., 2009; Kanter, Aviad et al., 2010). Often the chaotic

dynamics of the semiconductor lasers is sampled with 8-bit

ADC and postprocessed off-line to generate random bit

sequences. Specifically, Reidler et al. (2009) achieved a

potential 12:5 Gb=s generation rate by computing the first

order derivative of the acquired 8-bit samples and keeping the

5 least significant bits of the chaotic fluctuations of a single

laser with feedback. Even faster bit rates of 300 Gb=s were
reported by computing higher order derivatives (Kanter,

Aviad et al., 2010). Using bandwidth enhanced chaotic

lasers, the potential for a random bit rate of 75 Gb=s was

demonstrated by performing a bitwise XOR operation of the

acquired samples (8-bit resolution) and keeping the 6 least

significant bits (Hirano et al., 2010). The importance of

discarding the most significant bits is illustrated in Fig. 43

for an experiment reported by Oliver et al. (2011). The

FIG. 41. Schematic setup of a remote sensing system, exploiting

the self-mixing effect of a semicondutor laser (SL). D1 denotes the

photodetector.

FIG. 42. Schematic representation of the generation of random

bits (RBG) with a semicondutor laser (SL) subject to delayed

feedback. PD and ADC denote the photodetector and the analog-

to-digital converter, respectively.
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histogram of the acquired chaotic dynamics is plotted with

the full 8-bit ADC resolution, Fig. 43(a), and with the 4 least

significant bits, Fig. 43(b). The distribution of the fully

resolved chaotic signal is inhomogeneous, while the histo-

gram of the data with only the 4 least significant bits is flat

and hence more suitable for the generation of random bits.
In the system of a laser with optical feedback, the external-

cavity length, the injection current, and the feedback strength

are three crucial system parameters that need to be carefully

adjusted. Therefore, RBGs based on a thresholding principle

might suffer from undesired experimental drifts (Uchida

et al., 2008). In these cases, a real-time adaptive control of

the ratio between 0’s and 1’s in the sequences of generated

random bits turns out to be a practical way to maintain long

term randomness (Uchida and Atsushi, 2012). In contrast, the

influence of small experimental drifts can be eliminated by

using more elaborate postprocessing methods, e.g., by com-

puting the derivate of the intensity distribution (Reidler et al.,

2009).
Robust and compact RBGs are desirable for practical

implementations. This was realized using a semiconductor

laser subject to polarization-rotated optical feedback, based

on standard, fiber-based telecommunication components

(Oliver et al., 2011). To be compatible with real-time opera-

tion, postprocessing requirements were minimized. A sys-

tematic study of the influence of the underlying dynamics in

the generation of random bits was performed (Oliver et al.,

2011). In addition, an integrated compact real-time random

bit generator was reported with a rate of 140 Gb=s (Argyris,
Deligiannidis et al., 2010).

Parallel to the efforts invested at improving RBGs based on

semiconductor lasers with feedback, significant advances on

RBGs based on amplified spontaneous emission noise

sources were recently reported (Williams et al., 2010). In

Williams et al. (2010), the amplified spontaneous emission

produced in a fiber amplifier was processed using only

threshold detection and XOR decorrelation techniques to

achieve a rate of 12:5 Gb=s random number generation.
The randomness of the generated bit sequences is usually

tested using standard statistical test suites that are publicly

available. In particular, the National Institute of Standards

and Technologies (NIST) provides such a suite for random

and pseudorandom number generators for cryptographic

applications (Rukhin et al., 2010). It consists of 15 tests

that are recommended to be run with 1000 sequences of

length of 1 Mbit each. A detailed description of these tests

and a guide to use the software can be found in Rukhin et al.

(2010). It is worth mentioning that tests cannot ensure ran-

domness with finite length sequences. Complementary test

suites include Diehard and Dieharder, providing further sta-

tistical tests for determining the quality of RBGs (Marsaglia,

1995).
Finally, an interesting issue is to what extent random bit

generators based on delay-coupled chaotic lasers can be

synchronized and therefore simultaneously generated at dif-

ferent sites. Recently, a numerical method to generate random

bits in a synchronized manner was proposed (Kanter,

Butkovski et al., 2010). A first experimental implementation

was reported by Yoshimura et al. (2012) with bit rates of

2 Mb=s. By using lasers with short feedback loops and reach-
ing fast resynchronization times, the bit generation rate might

be increased beyond 1 Gb=s.

D. Chaos communication and chaos key distribution

The seminal papers of Pecora and Carroll (1990) and

Winful and Rahman (1990) created strong interest in the

study of the synchronization of chaotic dynamical systems.

This field started to develop in the early 1990s and has been of

great relevance since then. The first experimental demonstra-

tion of chaos synchronization was performed using electronic

circuits (Pecora and Carroll, 1990, 1991). The potential of

synchronized coupled chaotic lasers was soon recognized and

first experimental demonstrations appeared for CO2 and

solid-state lasers (Roy and Thornburg, 1994; Sugawara,

Tachikawa, and Tsukamoto, 1994), and later for semiconduc-

tor lasers with optical feedback (Sivaprakasam and Shore,

1999).
The possibility of using synchronization of chaos in

encrypted communication was suggested by Cuomo,

Oppenheim, and Strogatz (1993). Soon after, Annovazzi-

Lodi, Donati, and Sciré (1996) and Mirasso, Colet, and

Garcia-Fernandez (1996) transferred the concept to general-

ized synchronization of chaotic semiconductor lasers and

demonstrated its potential using numerical simulations.

The first practical application of chaotic lasers to encrypted

FIG. 43 (color online). Bin distribution of the amplitude fluctuations of a semiconductor laser with optical feedback with (a) 8 bits ADC

resolution and (b) keeping the four least significant bits (LSBs). Details of the experimental setup can be found in Oliver et al. (2011).
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communication was demonstrated using erbium-doped fiber

ring lasers (Van Wiggeren and Roy, 1998) and semiconductor

lasers (Goedgebuer, Larger, and Porte, 1998; Fischer, Liu,

and Davis, 2000; Sivaprakasam, 2000; Liu et al., 2001;

Kusumoto and Ohtsubo, 2002). The large bandwidth of

semiconductor lasers and its versatility lie at the heart of

the success of encrypted communications using these lasers.

Many details on this application can be found in Uchida et al.

(2005), Ohtsubo (2008), and Uchida and Atsushi (2012).
After about ten years of research (Uchida et al., 2005),

a field experiment in the metropolitan area network of

Athens demonstrated chaos-based optical encryption in a

standard network infrastructure (Argyris et al., 2005). This

demonstration was a real breakthrough for a number of

reasons, including propagation over long distances (more

than 100 km), high transmission rates (> 1 Gb=s), and low

BERs (< 10�6).
As discussed in Sec. III, different architectures have been

employed in the synchronization of two chaotic semiconduc-

tor lasers. In most studies of semiconductor lasers used in

chaos communications, the coupling between the lasers, and

thus the information transmission, has been unidirectional.

The message is then encoded in one of the lasers, being

known as the transmitter or drive laser, and recovered in the

respective other one, being known as the receiver or response

laser. The typical schematic arrangement of two unidirection-

ally coupled semiconductor lasers is shown in Fig. 44. The

output of the drive laser that operates in a chaotic regime

due to delayed feedback is injected into the response laser. If

the response laser is not subject to delay feedback itself, the

scheme is called an open loop. In contrast, if the response

laser is also subject to feedback it is referred to as a closed-

loop scheme (Vicente, Perez, and Mirasso, 2002).
The message can be encoded in different ways into the

chaotic carrier. For instance, it can be encoded by directly

modulating the injection current of the laser or by externally

modulating the laser output. The encoded message, which

represents a perturbation to the receiver laser, can then be

recovered by comparing the incoming signal and the response

waveform of the receiver (Fischer, Liu, and Davis, 2000;

Sivaprakasam, 2000; Abarbanel et al., 2001). This is known

as the chaos-pass filtering technique (Fischer, Liu, and Davis,

2000). It is important to note that although in principle also

identical synchronization might be employed (Vicente, Perez,

and Mirasso, 2002; Li, Liao, and Wong, 2004), it turned out

that generalized synchronization is more robust and therefore

has been used in almost all demonstrations based on chaotic

semiconductor lasers. Nevertheless, subtraction of incoming

signal and response waveform can be used for message

extraction, since the generalized synchronization between

transmitter and receiver exhibits sufficiently high correlation.

Interestingly, a scheme that would benefit from the combina-

tion of generalized and identical synchronization is, in theory,

possible (Pisarchik and Ruiz-Oliveras, 2010).
The complete process of message encoding and decoding

is illustrated in Fig. 44, where the message is encrypted by

modulating the output emission of the transmitter laser and

recovered at the receiver side by reconstructing only the

chaotic waveform of the incoming signal. In the case of the

closed-loop scheme, the message could also be encoded by

varying the optical phase of the external cavity in the trans-

mitter laser. It was observed that the receiver laser only

synchronizes to the transmitter laser if the phases of the

two external cavities are matched (Heil et al., 2002). The

information can then be recovered as two different states of

synchronization, i.e., high correlation or low correlation

between transmitter and receiver laser.

FIG. 44. Schematic arrangement of chaos communication in a

setup with two unidirectionally coupled semiconductor lasers. The

external cavity of the receiver laser is enclosed by a dotted box to

distinguish between the open-loop scheme (no external cavity) and

the closed-loop scheme (with external cavity for the receiver laser).

The message MðtÞ is encoded into the chaotic carrier at the trans-

mitter and recovered at the receiver side.

FIG. 45. Dynamical evolution of the output intensities of unidirec-

tionally coupled transmitter and receiver lasers. (a) Typical laser

output from the transmitter, (b) encoded digital message at a bit rate

of 4 Gb=s, (c) transmitter output after encoding the digital signal,

(d) output of the receiver, (e) decoded message, and (f) decoded

message after filtering. From Sanchez-Diaz et al., 1999.
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An example of a chaos-based message transmission is

demonstrated via numerical simulations in Fig. 45. A digital

message is hidden into the chaotic carrier by modulating

the intensity of the transmitter laser. The message is recov-

ered at the receiver via the chaos-pass filtering technique. The

signal-to-noise ratio of the recovered message can usually be

improved by low-pass filtering after reconstruction; see

Figs. 45(e) and 45(f).
The polarization state of the light fed back into the laser

also plays a significant role in the dynamics of semiconductor

lasers subject to feedback. A secure communication scheme

that exploits the particular properties of polarization-rotated

feedback was suggested by Rogister et al. (2001), in which

they concluded that this scheme does not require fine-tuning

of the laser optical frequencies if the polarization-rotated

feedback can be treated as an incoherent effect. However,

this conclusion is no longer valid when the polarization-

rotated feedback has to be treated as a coherent effect (Heil,

Uchida et al., 2003). The polarization state of light also plays

an important part in the properties of VCSELs, and thus light

polarization must be taken into account in chaos communica-

tion schemes using these types of lasers (Lee, Hong, and

Shore, 2004). Interestingly, the rich polarization properties

of VCSELs can also be used in high-speed chaos-based

communications (Scire et al., 2003; Hong et al., 2009).
Most studies consider the synchronization of two coupled

identical semiconductor lasers. However, in practice, the

manufacturing process of these lasers is not fully reproduc-

ible, resulting in mismatches of the expected laser parameter

values. High-quality synchronization requires the coupled

lasers to be equal within a tolerance range typically smaller

than a few percent in their corresponding parameter values

(Sanchez-Diaz et al., 1999). The cross-correlation measure

between the coupled lasers degrades rapidly for larger pa-

rameter mismatches (Vicente, Perez, and Mirasso, 2002).

Identical synchronization is, however, a lot more sensitive

to parameter mismatch than generalized synchronization. The

encoded message cannot be properly recovered at the receiver

laser side, if chaos synchronization is lost. Some practical

realizations have overcome some of these problems by using

a relatively large amplitude of the message. However, the

security of the communication link is compromised, if the

amplitude of the encoded message is too large (Soriano,

Colet, and Mirasso, 2009). The strong dependence of the

synchronization on the laser parameters is in turn an advan-

tage from the security point of view, since an eventual

eavesdropper would need very particular hardware to extract

a message hidden within the chaotic carrier.
Semiconductor lasers have been preferably used in chaos

communication schemes due to their large modulation band-

width. The maximum transmission bit rate is mainly limited

by the relaxation oscillation frequency, which is typically in

the GHz range. Besides the optical feedback schemes, opto-

electronic feedback schemes have also turned out to be

attractive systems for chaos communication (Goedgebuer,

Larger, and Porte, 1998; Abarbanel et al., 2001; Liu, Chen,

and Tang, 2002), achieving bit rates up to 10 Gb=s (Lavrov,
Jacquot, and Larger, 2010).

In the schemes discussed so far, the information carriers

are purely temporal signals. However, several schemes also

exploit the spatial or spectral dimension to encode infor-

mation. Optical devices exhibiting spatiotemporal or

spectral-temporal chaos are the basis for constructing com-

munication systems capable of transmitting information in

space (or frequency) and time (White and Moloney, 1999;

Garcia-Ojalvo and Roy, 2001).
An important advance in laser-based communication

systems is the extension to novel schemes in which the

information is exchanged simultaneously by two or more

communication agents. Two bidirectionally delay-coupled

semiconductor lasers cannot be employed for bidirectional

communication due to spontaneous symmetry breaking (Heil,

Fischer, Elsäßer, Mulet, and Mirasso, 2001). A possibility to

overcome this limitation is to use extremely asymmetrical

mutual injections, in a one-to-many and many-to-one com-

munication scheme (Zhang et al., 2008). As discussed in

Sec. III.D, a way to achieve stable identical synchronization

between two delay-coupled oscillators is to implement com-

mon driving by a third chaotic laser. The feasibility of this

approach in mutually coupled semiconductor lasers was ex-

plored via numerical simulations by Jiang et al. (2010), in

which successful simultaneous message transmission was

demonstrated with a bit rate higher than 10 Gb=s.
The security of most communication schemes presented so

far in this section relies on the use of identical hardware with

equal parameters of emitter and receiver. These parameters

must be agreed on beforehand by the communication parties

via a private channel. An eventual eavesdropper cannot de-

code an encrypted message as long as she or he does not have

access to the private hardware and/or parameters. In contrast,

there exists a separate family of communication schemes,

which are still based on chaos synchronization, that can be

used in the secure exchange of a private key through a public

channel. This subset of communication schemes requires

stable synchronization of two or more semiconductor lasers

with symmetric information exchange. As mentioned in

Sec. III.D, stable synchronization can be found in a scheme

with two semiconductor lasers coupled via a relay laser

(Fischer et al., 2006) or using self-feedback and mutual

coupling (Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh et al., 2006; Vicente,

Mirasso, and Fischer, 2007). In these schemes, all the pa-

rameters of the system can be of public knowledge and the

private message can be recovered by a mutual chaos-pass

filter principle (Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh et al., 2006). The

working principle of the key exchange process is as follows:

the two lasers synchronize only if the operating conditions

(including the injection current) are the same in both lasers.

However, if two different random bit streams modulate the

injection current of each laser, the synchronization degree

changes according to the bits encoded in each of the lasers.

The modulation bit streams are generated locally in emitter

and receiver and are, of course, different. The key exchange

process is illustrated in Fig. 46, in which the injection cur-

rents of the lasers are simultaneously modulated with differ-

ent pseudorandom bit sequences of small amplitude. When

both parties of the communication send the same bit by

modulating the bias current, the difference between the emis-

sion of the two lasers is zero. In that case, an eavesdropper

cannot recognize whether a bit 0 or a bit 1 was sent. Thus, this

type of mutually synchronized configuration can be used to
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simultaneously negotiate a key. The partners can agree to

discard those bits that are different from each other while

accepting those that coincide with each other. However,

stability of the synchronization and bubbling effects need to

be considered for practical implementations (Tiana-Alsina

et al., 2012).
The synchronization process of two mutually delay-coupled

deterministic chaotic maps was demonstrated both analytically

and numerically by Kanter, Kopelowitz, and Kinzel (2008).

The mutually transmitted signals were concealed by two

commutative private filters, a convolution of the truncated

time-delayed output signals or some powers of the delayed

output signals. The task of a passive attacker was proven to be

in the class of NP-complete problems, making this scheme

attractive for public channel cryptography. Importantly, an

eventual eavesdropper is not able to synchronize to any of

the coupled lasers by tapping the communication channel,

since the eavesdropper cannot engage into a bidirectional

interaction with them without disturbing the synchronization.

E. From lasers to the brain

Laser and neuronal systems share some similar properties

concerning the emergence of collective dynamics (Meucci

et al., 2002) and synchronization phenomena (Fischer et al.,

2006). In particular, propagation delays are common in both

neural populations and coupled semiconductor lasers.

Information transmission between brain regions typically

takes significantly longer times (tens of ms) than the internal

time scales of the neurons (of the order of 1 ms). Initially, it

was considered remarkable that two distant dynamical ele-

ments, being either neurons, neuron populations, or lasers,

can synchronize at zero lag even in the presence of substantial

delays in the information they exchange (Roelfsema et al.,

1997; Fischer et al., 2006; Klein, Gross, Rosenbluh et al.,

2006; Vicente et al., 2008). These findings are important

for applications in which the precise global timing is of

relevance, since zero-lag collective synchronization can over-

come the limitation of finite propagation delays.
As noted by Flunkert et al. (2010), zero-lag synchroniza-

tion appears as a consequence of the network topology. The

relay topology that inherently allows for zero-lag synchroni-

zation is a candidate to explain the phenomenology of

long-range synchronization observed in the brain. Zero-lag

synchronization was observed across several species with

different brain sizes and at different stages of the develop-

mental growth of brain structures. It is discussed as an

important mechanism for coherent perception (Singer,

1999). As introduced by Vicente et al. (2008), two distant

populations of neurons can exhibit zero-lag synchrony via

dynamical relaying in a wide range of propagation delays.

Figure 47 shows the results obtained when two large neuron

populations are connected via a relaying population. In this

case, the outer populations 1 and 3 are synchronized at zero

lag [see Fig. 47(e)], while the middle population is synchro-

nized with a time shift. Simple models considering the thala-

mus (Gollo, Mirasso, and Villa, 2010) or the hippocampus

(Gollo et al., 2011) as relay elements have shown that zero-

lag long-range synchronization can be achieved under certain

conditions.
The existence of zero-lag synchronization between distant

neuron populations can also be understood in terms of the

directed network loops in the coupling topology. The number

of synchronized clusters of neuron activity matches the GCD

of all existing network loops (Kanter, Kopelowitz et al.,

2011). The GCD principle is illustrated in Fig. 48 (left

column), in which different network topologies yield differ-

ent numbers of synchronized clusters according to the differ-

ent number of network loops in each configuration. Clusters

with synchronized activity are encoded with a common color.

FIG. 46. Illustration of the key exchange process in a scheme with two mutually delay-coupled lasers mediated via a semitransparent

mirror. m1;2 are the bit sequences encoded by SL1;2, m1ðtÞ–m2ðtþ �tÞ is the subtraction of the bit sequences with a time lag �t. The

synchronization error P1ðtÞ–P2ðtþ �tÞ, with P1-P2 being the output intensities of the corresponding delay-coupled lasers, provides

information about the modulated sequences. The synchronization error was low-pass filtered to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Details

of the numerical simulations can be found in Vicente, Mirasso, and Fischer (2007).
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The synchronization of neural activity has been confirmed by

numerical simulations and controlled in vitro experiments

(Kanter, Kopelowitz et al., 2011; Vardi et al., 2012).
Figure 48 (right column) presents the appearance of synchro-

nized clusters in different neuronal circuits. The temporal

patterns of reverberating synchronized neural electrical ac-
tivity are generated by sequential stimulation of a circuit of

neurons embedded within a large scale of in vitro cortical

cells (Vardi et al., 2012).
For neuronal systems, delay, diversity, and the role of

topology play an important role. For example, information

processing in the brain takes a certain time that depends,

among other characteristics, on the modality of the sensory

input. Visual stimuli take tens to hundreds of milliseconds to
reach the visual cortex, while auditory stimuli take 1 to 10 ms

to reach the auditory cortex. Besides the cortex itself, circuits

involving cortical areas and subcortical structures are of
major relevance and it is essential to understand their behav-

ior and the effects on possible failures. The thalamus

(the main relay element in the brain), the hippocampus, and
other subcortical structures play a crucial role in communi-

cating and distributing information to and from the cortex.

Many pathologies such as epilepsy, Alzheimer’s, or schizo-

phrenia are due to an excess or loss of activity in these
networks, often related to synchronization. The search for

simple circuits that account for such states in terms of alter-

ation of the coupling strengths, coupling delays, and changes
in the dynamics of the neurons could contribute to shedding

light onto such challenging issues.

Neuronal circuits involving the thalamus as a relay element
are essential, since virtually all information reaching the
cortex must first pass through the thalamus. In Fig. 49 we
show as an example a first order thalamic relay (left) that
represents the first relay of subcortical information of a

particular type to a primary cortical area. A higher order
relay (right) relays information from layer 5 of one cortical
area to another cortical area. Similar kinds of circuits can be
implemented in fiber-based semiconductor laser setups. The
possibility of injecting information via optical or electrical
inputs into the lasers could mimic different sensory modal-
ities. The freedom to couple different elements in different

configurations and to choose their coupling strengths and
delays will allow one to analyze a large variety of regimes
and to characterize different possible emergent behaviors and
failures. Even simple circuits based on delay-coupled semi-
conductor lasers could contribute to the understanding of the
dynamical properties of neuronal networks.

The similarities between the dynamical properties of
coupled neural populations and simpler delay-coupled
nonlinear dynamical elements have also inspired the develop-

ment of a novel information processing concept. It was
shown that a single nonlinear element with delay is capable
of performing complex classification tasks by using its tran-
sient response when its own dynamics are mixed with an
external information stream (Appeltant et al., 2011). The

(a) (c)

(d)

(e)(B)

FIG. 47 (color online). Three neuron populations (top panel)

interacting through dynamical relaying. (a) Raster plots of a selec-

tion of 300 neurons from each population, 1–3 from bottom to top.

(b) Firing histogram of 100 neurons from each population; black,

solid gray, and dashed gray for populations 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

(c) Cross correlogram between neurons of populations 1 and 2;

(d) populations 2 and 3; and (e) populations 1 and 3. Adapted from

Vicente et al., 2008.

FIG. 48 (color online). Transients and reverberating activity

patterns in six neuron circuits, using a conditioned stimulation

protocol following the circuit connectivity (arrows in the

left column). The right column shows spike trains of the six

recording electrodes. (a) A directed loop with six activity groups

of one neuron each. (b) GCDð5; 6Þ ¼ 1 group of reverberating

activity. (c) GCDð4; 6Þ ¼ 2 groups of reverberating activity.

(d) GCDð3; 6Þ ¼ 3 groups of reverberating activity. (e) A single

directed loop with one bidirectional coupling forming a loop of

size 2, GCDð2; 6Þ ¼ 2 groups of reverberating activity as in (c).

Adapted from Vardi et al., 2012.
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implementation of this information processing concept was
recently extended to photonics by using an optoelectronic
oscillator (Larger et al., 2012; Paquot et al., 2012). As noted
by Larger et al. (2012), the concept is rather independent of
the precise nonlinear element used, even if the overall per-
formance of the system depends significantly on the operating
conditions. The first successful extensions of this paradigm
to all-optical information processing applications using semi-
conductor lasers or semiconductor optical amplifiers with
delayed feedback have been reported (Duport et al., 2012;
Brunner, Soriano et al., 2013). Bioinspired photonic infor-
mation processing is further discussed in Sec. VI.B.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

A. Conclusions

As detailed previously, semiconductor lasers with delayed
coupling have proven to be versatile and well-controlled
dynamical systems. Meanwhile they have gained the maturity
to be employed in applications. Several applications have
already been implemented, based on delayed-feedback lasers
or small motifs of coupled lasers, harnessing their complex
dynamics. These applications include encrypted communica-
tion with chaotic carriers, classical key exchange, rainbow
refractometry, sensing, and fast random bit sequence genera-
tion. Nevertheless, their full capabilities will, in our opinion,
only be exploited in the future. The fundamental insights
gained in recent years on delay-coupled network configura-
tions, the availability of newmathematical tools to tackle delay
systems, in combination with novel devices and technologies
that have been developed, open research perspectives, from
which further applications are emerging. One promising area
is related to unconventional and brain-inspired computational

techniques. Delay-coupled semiconductor laser systems are

promising candidates to implement bioinspired information
processing concepts. This perspective will be elaborated on

in Sec. VI.B. From a technological viewpoint, recent advances

in active-passive integration and realization of PIC open per-
spectives for integration of these concepts and might even lead

to scalability. These perspectives will be discussed in
Sec. VI.C. Finally, we will comment on possible cross fertil-

izations between the studies of networks of delay-coupled

lasers with other areas of science.

B. Bioinspired photonic information processing

Only now are complex behavior, the influence of delayed
coupling, and its functional role being recognized and ad-

dressed in the brain, in social interactions, and in dynamical

systems in general. A key objective is the better understand-
ing of how in such systems information is encoded, inte-

grated, propagated, processed, and stored. From a

fundamental point of view, Crutchfield, Ditto, and Sinha
(2010) emphasized that every dynamical process represents

an intrinsic processing of information. The difficulty is to
employ dynamical systems for a certain task and to extract

the processed information efficiently. But more and more,

standard methods of computation are being challenged by
alternative, unconventional computational paradigms. The

hope related to these approaches, besides the fundamental
understanding, is for faster and more energy efficient com-

puting, with not too demanding hardware.
Many different concepts have been introduced to mimic

information processing in the brain, including neural network
methods, support vector machines, and reservoir computing.

They can indeed perform certain tasks efficiently that are
usually deemed computationally hard.

Reservoir computing (Jaeger and Haas, 2004; Buonomano

and Maass, 2009) is a recently introduced machine-learning

paradigm that exhibits state-of-the-art performance for pro-
cessing empirical data. The main inspiration underlying res-

ervoir computing is the insight that neural systems can
process information by generating patterns of transient activ-

ity which are excited by input sensory signals (Rabinovich,

Huerta, and Laurent, 2008). It is based on a reservoir, usually
comprising a large complex recurrent network and an input

and output layer. The input layer connects different input
nodes randomly to the nodes of the reservoir. The connectiv-

ity in the reservoir is left unchanged and only the connection

weights to the output layer are trained. Computationally hard
tasks, such as chaotic time series prediction (Jaeger and Haas,

2004) or speech recognition (Verstraeten et al., 2005), can be

addressed, yielding high performance.
Many of these unconventional computation methods re-

quire a complex network and its emerging complex response.

Traditionally, recurrent networks of pulse-coupled spiking
elements such as neurons have been used. Computations

emerge from the properties of the individual coupled ele-

ments and the inherent network dynamics. In most cases, this
complex network is simulated on a computer, therefore hav-

ing to be serialized again. Hardware implementations of
complex networks as computational systems are rather

scarce.

FIG. 49. Role of higher order thalamic relays in corticocortical

communication. The suggested route of much of this communica-

tion involves a projection from layer 5 of the cortex to a higher order

thalamic relay to another cortical area. In question is the function,

driver or modulator, of the direct corticocortical projections. From

Sherman, 2005.
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The particular features of delay systems enable even a
single delayed-feedback system to replace a complex net-
work and perform brain-inspired analog computing. An ana-
log computation concept based on a delayed-feedback system
has been shown to perform certain tasks, such as spoken digit
recognition and time series prediction, as well as other types
of machine-learning approaches or even outperforming them
(Appeltant et al., 2011; Duport et al., 2012; Larger et al.,
2012; Paquot et al., 2012; Brunner, Soriano et al., 2013).
Utilizing delay, the approach benefits from a radical simpli-
fication of the required hardware from hundreds or thousands
of nodes to one or very few analog hardware nodes.
Therefore, analog computation using delay-coupled systems
has the major advantage of a possible implementation in
photonics hardware. Photonics provides some advantages,
although a number of challenges needs to be faced.
Because of the delayed feedback, the dynamical response
of the system is determined by both the input drive and the
past activity of the processor. Thus, via the delayed-feedback
loop the past activity is being introduced into the system. The
central computational concept is then based on the mapping
of a dynamical input state onto a high-dimensional state
space. For this, the input streams are converted into spatio-
temporally distributed states in the feedback line. Specific
computations can then be realized by a classification of these
spatiotemporally distributed states into output classes based
on a trained linear readout. Therefore, these analog compu-
tations based on dynamical systems are composed of two
steps: first the nonlinear transformation of the input via the
processor activity that serves as a dimensionality expansion,
and second a classification of the processor states that makes
the computation meaningful and problem oriented.

With motifs or small networks of delay-coupled lasers, a
compromise between computational speed and flexibility on
the one side and hardware efficiency on the other side might
be found.

C. Toward integrated complex photonics

From a technological viewpoint, recent advances in
active-passive integration and realization of PIC provide
perspectives for integrated complex photonic devices, which
implement the concepts discussed in this review and promise
scalability.

1. Integrated lasers with delayed feedback

In Sec. II.D.2, we discussed some integrated laser struc-
tures with delayed feedback. Ushakov et al. (2004) intro-
duced a device with delayed feedback, originating from an
integrated passive section of 200 	m length, exhibiting
delayed-feedback-induced self-pulsations. In addition, even
amplified feedback schemes have been implemented (Bauer
et al., 2004), for which phase and strength of the feedback can
be separately tuned. Such lasers showed different kinds of
self-pulsations and chaotic behavior. Even monolithic inte-
grated laser structures based on delayed feedback that were
particularly designed to exhibit chaotic emission have been
realized (Argyris et al., 2008). They consist of a distributed
feedback laser, a passive resonator, and active elements that
control the optical feedback properties. A different kind of

integrated chaotic emitter was reported by Yousefi et al.
(2007), based on a colliding-pulse mode-locked structure.
Originally built for optical short-pulse generation, they con-
cluded that, based on their observations, integrated active
photonic devices intrinsically exhibit nonlinear dynamics.

Sunada et al. (2011) recently reported on a novel compact
chaos laser device design. In order to achieve strong feedback
for broadband chaos generation, the structure consists of a
ring-type delayed optical feedback configuration using
a passive ring waveguide monolithically integrated with a
single-mode DFB laser, two semiconductor optical ampli-
fiers, and a fast photodiode. Optical feedback strengths of
about 10% are possible, resulting in broadband chaotic sig-
nals with spectra that are up to 10 GHz. Such structures
further illustrate the possibilities of realizing compact and
robust devices for complex photonics. They provide a combi-
nation of performance, small size, and low cost, opening
perspectives for applications in sensing, communication,
and signal processing applications.

How significant delays can be integrated on a chip is
illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 50, depicting integrated
ring lasers, one of which is coupled to a long delay via a
spiral-shaped waveguide.

The above-mentioned structures illustrate the advances in
active-passive integration. Such techniques offer further per-
spectives for the realization of integrated delay-coupled laser
structures with different functional elements.

2. Integrated coupled lasers and photonic integrated circuits

Delay-coupled laser structures have already been imple-
mented as well. Wünsche et al. (2005) reported on an
integrated tandem device in which two DFB lasers are ar-
ranged on a single chip separated by a 300 	m long passive

FIG. 50 (color online). Left panel: Chip of semiconductor ring

lasers, emitting at � ¼ 1:55 	m. The top ring is connected to a bus

waveguide and the bottom ring to a spiral, implementing delayed

feedback. Right panel: Chip of six coupled ring lasers (cavity length

1250 	m), illustrating the integration perspectives for coupled

lasers. Courtesy of Marc Sorel, University of Glasgow.
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waveguide section. Despite the short coupling path, this laser
shows typical delay-induced phenomena. Further photonic
integrated circuits comprising coupled laser devices have
already been implemented, e.g., to enhance the relaxation
oscillation frequency (Tauke-Pedretti et al., 2011). In addi-
tion to approaches using linear cavity configurations, inte-
grated ring lasers have recently gained much attention. They
might allow for larger scale integrated coupled laser struc-
tures. The right panel in Fig. 50 shows a chip of six evan-
escently coupled semiconductor ring lasers, illustrating the
integration capabilities.

An important general trend in photonics technology is to
move toward large-scale photonic integration of components
with complex functionalities. Networks of monolithically
coupled devices have come into reach. Such photonic inte-
grated devices allow one to realize and control complex
dynamical behavior in a reliable manner, which can then be
exploited in various applications.

Besides integrated structures, intermediate solutions might
be adopted, based on arrays of lasers that can be coupled via
an external-cavity configuration.

D. Final remarks

In addition to the photonics-oriented aspects, it is worth
mentioning that networks of delay-coupled elements are of
relevance in other areas as well. As interactions in coupled
systems are mediated by signals which travel at finite speed,
many complex dynamical systems are subjected to time
delay. Laser systems, with their well-controlled parameter
conditions, might again serve as test-bed systems in order to
study phenomena such as the emergence of collective behav-
ior, the role of topology, the role of diversity, robustness of
networks against various types of perturbations, the appear-
ance of critical events, or the identification of their precur-
sors. The results obtained with these models would have
relevance in areas as diverse as neuroscience, critical infra-
structure, communication networks, and even in medicine
and economics.

Altogether, the availability of high-quality telecommuni-
cation components, advances in technology, and the cross
fertilization of photonics with other fields of science in which
delay-coupled networks play a role, offer qualitatively new
chances. Novel applications have already been implemented,
so far appearing rather as isolated solutions to particular
problems. With these new perspectives, a whole infrastruc-
ture of applications can be developed that might contribute to
solving major issues in today’s communication and IT sys-
tems, including privacy, computational efficiency, or power
consumption. Ultimately, a new paradigm of functional com-
plex photonics could emerge.
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